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ABSTRACT

This thesis will use the tea processing technique in late imperial China as a case

study to argue that China was not technologically stagnant, and that Europe was not

technologically superior to China until the mid-nineteenth century. The Chinese tea

industry experienced technological breakthroughs in tea-processing and preserving

techniques during the later imperial period. As soon as we shift our focus away from the

machine, look at other aspects of development from a long-term perspective, and

transcend the negative Eurocentric view of China, we will see the technological

dynamism in late imperial China. This thesis seeks to present China's technological

contribution to the world within a global and comparative historical framework, by

arguing that modern European technological and scientific progress was neither unique

nor exclusively home-grown, but attributable to the global diffusion of knowledge,

especially Chinese biochemical knowledge and agricultural technology in the case of

modern tea planting and processing.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Tea, one of "China's gifts to the West,,,j was first brought by the Dutch from Java

to Europe at the beginning of the seventeenth century.2 It was a commodity of great

historical importance, crucial for understanding modern technological and scientific

progress as a global phenomenon of diffusion of knowledge and technology. The

European craze for this "exotic" product and China's love of silver had far-reaching

repercussions for the subsequent development of Sino-Western relations and the global

economy from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. The British East India

Company purchased an average of four million silver taels3 worth of tea from China

annually between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries.4 Because of the unsuitable

climate and soil for tea plantation in Europe and China's sophisticated tea-processing

techniques and fermentation knowledge, China remained the sole source of tea supply to

Europe up to the nineteenth century. The global diffusion of Chinese tea production

knowledge and tea seedling through botanical espionage, and European overseas

expansion and scientific and technological advancement, ultimately enabled Europeans to

master the secret of tea processing and build up alternative sources of tea supply in their

colonies with the help of Chinese tea workers in the nineteenth century. The rise of India

I Derk Bodde. "China's Gifts to the West," (Asia for Educators, Columbia University), 6.
http://afe.easia.columbia.edu/chinawh/web/s 10/gifts.pdf

2 Yong Liu, The Dutch East India Company's Tea Trade with China, 1757-1781 (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 2;
John Crawfurd, "On the History of Cultivated Plants Producing Coffee, Tea, and Cocoa, etc,"
Transactions of the Ethnological Society ofLondon, Vo1.7. (1869): 200-202.

3 I taeI (liang ~) =1 1/3 oz. avoirdupois or 37.783 grammes.

4 The Opium War, The Compilation Group for the "History of Modern China' Series (Peking: Foreign
Language Press, 1976), 5.



and Ceylon as the major tea suppliers in the 1880s and 1890s contributed to the decline of

tea exports from China.

This thesis will use the technique of tea processing in late imperial China as a

specific case to argue that China was not technologically stagnant, and that Europe was

not technologically superior to China until the middle of the nineteenth century. By

shifting the focus away from the machine, looking at other aspects of development from a

long-term perspective, and moving beyond the negative Eurocentric view of China, it will

show how technologically dynamic China was throughout the early modern period.

Furthermore, it will illustrate China's technological contribution to the world within a

global and comparative historical framework by drawing upon the revisionist approach of

the "California schoo1." I argue that modern European technological and scientific

progress was neither unique nor exclusively home-grown, but attributable to the global

diffusion of knowledge and technology, such as Chinese biochemical knowledge and

agricultural technology in the case of modern tea planting and processing.

The Origin ofa Stagnant China in Western Mind

The Western view of a stagnant and immobile China was a product of historical

development associated with European technological and scientific progress, and the

colonial conquest of the non-Western world in the late eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. During the early modern period, Europeans were fascinated by the technical

superiority and the commercial success of the Asian manufactured commodities,

particularly those that embodied the high standards of Asian craftsmanship.s

5 Maxine Berg, "In Pursuit of Luxury: Global History and British Consumer Goods in the Eighteenth
Century," Past and Present, no. 182 (2004): 125.
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Porcelain, or "china," as its name indicates, was a Chinese invention and a

magical object that captivated the eyes of the British and shaped eighteenth-century

British taste. By the eighteenth century, i:he making of Chinese porcelain in China had

reached the highest stage in terms of its beauty, colour, and decoration: Sang-de-boeuf,

clair-de-Iune, pure white, peach-bloom, celadon-green, and peacock-green.6 An

anonymous European traveller's account of the process of manufacturing porcelain in

eighteenth-century China reflected European admiration for Chinese tools, techniques,

and artifacts:

Smooth piece of porcelain, such as cup, saucers, dishes &c. are fashioned with the
wheel, like our earthen wares, but those which are adorned with figures of
animals &c. in relievo are formed in moulds, and finished with the chisel. Indeed
all the porcelain made in the mould are finished by the hand, with several
instruments to dig, smooth, polish, and touch up the strokes that escape the
mould, so that it is rather a work of sculpture than of pottery.?

The traveller emphasized that "the Chinese workmen of all professions are so ingenious,

that they will imitate every thing that is shown to them to the greatest perfection and

exactness.,,8 Adam Smith was especially impressed by the prosperous internal trade, the

gigantic size of home market, the diversity of productions, and high level of division of

labour in early modern China:

The great extent of the empire of China, the vast multitude of its inhabitants, the
variety of climate, and consequently of productions in its different provinces, and
the easy communication by means of water carriage between the greater part of
them, render the home market of that country so great extent, as to be alone
sufficient to support very great manufactures and to admit of very consideration
subdivision of labour.9

6 B. Sprague Allen, Tides in English Taste, Vol. I (1937) (New York: Rowman and Littlefield, 1969),
197.

7 Anonymous, The Chinese Traveller: Containing a Geographical, Commercial, and Political History of
China with a Particular Account of Their Customs, Manners, Religion.. .Birds, etc; Collected From
Duhalde, Le Compte and Other Modern Travellers, Vol. 2., 2nd ed. (London: E and C. Dilly, 1775),94.

8 Anonymous, Chinese Traveller, Vol. I, 197.

9 Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, (1776) (New York: Bantam Classic, 2003), 865, 866.
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China was arguably the largest economy in the early modern world. As Smith admitted,

"the home market of China, is perhaps, in extent, not much inferior to the market of all

the different countries of Europe put together."IO The Chinese economy was dynamic,

highly commercialized, and well supported with a convenient and extensive water

transportation system that enabled commodities to be shipped efficiently within the

empire. II However, the positive European view of China, and the technological position

of China vis-a-vis Europe, started to change with the rapid advancement of European

science and technology beginning in the nineteenth century.

The improvement of weapons and transport, and the utilization of coal, steam

power, and machinery enabled Europeans to achieve material mastery by manipulating

the natural world, and to exploit non-Western people through colonial conquest.

Historian of technology Daniel Headrick explains how technology acted as "the tools of

empire," which greatly reduced the cost of European expansion, and enabled Europeans

to penetrate, conquer, and exploit new territories in the nineteenth century much more

cheaply, safely, and comfortably than in the earlier period. 12 The connection between

technological progress and colonial expansion, as Headrick argues, was that "the flows of

new technologies in the nineteenth century made imperialism so cheap that it reached the

threshold of acceptance among the peoples and governments of Europe, and led nations

to become empires.,,13

10 Smith, 866.
II Anonymous, Chinese Traveller, Vol. 1, 190.

12 Daniel Headrick, The Tools ofEmpire: Technology and European Imperialism in the Nineteenth
Century (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981),205-206.

13 Ibid., 205-206.
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China's defeat in the Opium War (1839-42) is a frequently cited example of the

nineteenth-century technological superiority of the West over the non-West.14 As the

well-known Chinese scholar-official Feng Guifen )I~~ asked in 1861, "why are the

Western nations small and yet strong? Why are we large and weak?,,15 The answer,

according to Feng, lay in the Westerner's ability to utilize human talent, exploit natural

resources efficiently, and the absence of barriers between the ruler and the people. 16 But

the chief factor that explained China's defeat was Western "strong ships and effective

guns.,,17 The acceleration of industrialization and the deepening of scientific knowledge

about the natural world in Europe revolutionized production and transportation, bringing

greater material comforts to Europeans and radically altering the European perception of

themselves and the non-Western world. 18

Europeans transformed their technological and material superiority into global

dominance and colonial expansion, and increasingly viewed themselves as a progressive

and separate class vis-a-vis the stagnant and backward non-Western societies in the

nineteenth century. 19 Michael Adas, global historian of technology, studies the historical

significance of "machines as the measure of men" by analyzing how machine, science,

and technology contributed to the European sense of cultural superiority and European

changing view of human development and non-Western civilization in the eighteenth and

14 Joel Mokyr, The Lever of Riches: Technological Creativity and Economic Progress (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1990),219.

15 Feng Guifen, "On the Manufacture of Foreign Weapons," (1861), in Sources of Chinese Tradition:
From 1600 through the Twentieth Century, 2nd ed., compo Wm. Theodore De Bary and Richard Lufrano,
(New York: Columbia Press, 2000), 235.

16 Ibid., 236.

17 Ibid., 236,

18 Michael Adas, Machines as the Measure of Men: Science, Technology, and ideologies of Western
Dominance, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989), 141, 143.

/9 Ibid., 3, 134, 143, 144.
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nineteenth centuries.2o Europeans began to confuse levels of technological progress with

levels of culture and civilization in general.21 As the pace of industrialization and

technological progress quickened in the nineteenth century, few European social theorists

and policymakers would dispute that "machines were the most reliable measure of

humankind." The British political philosopher James Mill (1773-1836) claimed that

there was no better "index of degree in which the benefits of civilization are anywhere

enjoyed than in the state of the tools and machinery" of a given people. 22 The

mechanization of production, catalyzed by increasing scientific knowledge in Europe,

became a powerful force shaping Western culture in the nineteenth century.23

It was during this "age of machinery" and the extension of European hegemony

over most part of the globe that the Eurocentric Oriental narratives of China's

"stagnation," inability to advance further, and "failure" to match European science and

technology became prevalent in nineteenth-century European writings.24 Orientalism,

which was both the central component and product of a Eurocentric conceptualization of

the world in the nineteenth century, "placed Europe at the centre and pinnacle of

development, and ordered the globe spatially and temporally in accordance with the

criteria of European development.,,25 Orientalists characterized non-European countries

not by what they had, but by how they differed from the characteristics of European

20 Ibid., 3,4.

21 Headrick, Tools of Empire, 209.

22 James Mill, History of British India, Vol. 2, 1817, 30-33, quoted in Michael Adas, Machines as the
Measure of Men: Science. Technology, and Ideologies of Western Dominance, (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1989), 194.

23 Richard S. Rosenbloom, "Men and Machines: Some 19th-Century Analysis of Mechanization,"
Technology and Culture, Vol. 5, no.4 (1964): 489.

24 Adas, 143, 189.

25 Arif Dirlik, "Chinese History and the Question of Oriental ism," History and Theory, Vo1.35. no.4
(1996): 100.
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development.26 China, more often than other non-Western societies, served as the

"other" for the Western world's successful story about itself.27 Contrary to the earlier

positive account of China provided by Jesuit missionaries, nineteenth-century European

travellers saw a "stationary" China as opposed to a Western world that was "advancing

rapidly." A Scottish botanist and traveller to China Robert Fortune (1812-1880) wrote,

The progress and advancement of the Chinese in agriculture as an art has been,
however, greatly exaggerated ... the Roman Catholic missionaries who travelled
and resided in the interior, were evidently ignorant of the art itself, as well as the
progress it had made in other countries ... that whilst agriculture has been
advancing rapidly towards perfections amongst the nations of the western world,
the Chinese in this as with most other things, have remained stationary, and hence
there must be a much greater disparity between us and them now than there was
when the early writers upon China published their works.28

As he continued,

I have no doubt that, as a nation, they (the Chinese) surpass the natives of India
and other half-civilized states in this art ...but it is ridiculous, now at least, to
compare them for a moment with our intelligent farmers in England or Scotland.
As well might we compare their coasting junks with the navy of England, or their
merchants with our, whose ships are met with on ever~ sea, and whose
commercial operations extended to every quarter of the world. 9

Karl Marx (1818-1883) discussed the unchangeable nature of all Asian societies in his

Capital:

the simplicity of the productive organism in these self-sufficing commumtles
which constantly reproduce themselves in the same form and when accidentally
destroyed, spring up again on the same spot and with the same name-this
simplicity supplies the key to the riddle of the unchangeability of Asiatic
societies .... 30

26 Ibid., 100.

27 Kenneth Pomeranz, The Great Divergence: Europe, China, and the Making afthe Modem World
Economy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 25.

28 Robert Fortune, Three Years' Wanderings in The Northern Provinces ofChina, including a Visit to the
Tea, Silk, and Cotton Countries (London: John Murray, Albemarle Street, 1847),291.

29 Ibid., 292.

30 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. 1, (1861), trans. Ben Fowkes (London: Penguin Books, 1990),479.
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Nineteenth-century Eurocentric negative depictions of a stagnant China were so

powerful that they continue to condition the Western view of China well into the

twentieth and twenty first centuries. R.A. Buchanan, historian of technology, claims that

Chinese technology developed slowly but steadily, with each invention being
absorbed relatively painlessly into the fabric of society. Ultimately, however, and
particularly in contrast to the rapid growth of Western civilization, this process
came to appear as one of stagnation, and Chinese civilization was thrown on to
the defensive by the assertive expansion of the West.31

European economic historian David Landes reiterates the old nineteenth-century "failure

narrative" of China in the preface of the second edition of his influential work The

Unbound Prometheus:

China had not only lost its interest in technological innovation but had made a
major mistake in failing to respond to and emulate those novelties that European
visitors brought with them from the sixteenth century on-in short had made a
monumental error that cost some four hundred years of potential development. 32

This is a strong yet demonstrably false statement. China remained technologically

dynamic and well ahead of Europe in several areas, such as the production of silk and

porcelain, textile weaving and dying, and use of energy for cooking and heating, until the

Industrial Revolution, and even later in tea-processing and planting techniques.33 As

Fernand Braudel wrote, "it took Europe a very long time to find out how to lay hands on

the plant. The first tea shrubs in Java were only planted in 1827 and in Ceylon from

1877.,,34

31 R.A. Buchanan, The Power of the Machine: The Impact of Technology from 1700 to the Present,
(London: Viking, 1992), 18.

32 David Landes, The Unbound Prometheus: Technological Change and Industrial Development in
Western Europe from 1750 to the Present, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), xi.

33 Pomeranz, 45-47.

34 Fernand Braudel, The Structures of Everyday Life: Civilization & Capitalism 15,h_181h Century, VoU,
trans. Sian Reynold (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1979),253
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New economies in Europe and its overseas colonies often developed out of the

discovery of new raw materials (e.g. for food, medicines, dyes, or perfume) outside

Europe, and depended on the importation and cultivation of suitable species and

techniques (e.g. tea) from other parts of the world.35 European scientific study such as

botany, zoology, anthropology, and geology relied on European exposure to physical and

organic diversity across the globe and non-European natural knowledge.36 Therefore, a

proper understanding of European scientific and technological progress needs to be

situated within the broad historical context of global diffusion of knowledge, techniques,

and species, and should take into account the contributions from non-Western societies.

However, Eurocentric scholars often explain Western technological, scientific,

and economic progress as a unique European case, largely or exclusively in terms of

internal factors in Europe.37 They underestimate the historical significance of Europe's

changing structural relationships with other parts of the world (e.g. European conquest of

non-Western societies) and the contribution of non-Western societies to Europe after the

fifteenth century.38 The Indian scientist Vandana Shiva uses the term "bio-piracy" 39 to

35 Richard Drayton, Nature's Government: Science, Imperial Britain, and the 'Improvement' of the World
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), xv.

36 Ibid., xiv-xv.

37 Zachary Lockman, Contending Visions of the Middle East: The History and Politics of Orientalism
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 58-6].

38 Ibid., 59-6] .
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describe how European explorers and conquerors incorporated non-Western biological

knowledge and resources into the commercialized Western science and technology, by

taking away seeds, medicinal plants, and medical knowledge from the non-Western

societies, without compensating them or acknowledging their contribution to modern

scientific development.40 This deliberate denial of the contribution of non-Western

knowledge to the progress of European science put Europe at the centre, non-European

societies on the margin, and presented a distorted view that European scientific

advancement was unconnected to other parts of the world.

China's advanced agricultural technology and biochemical knowledge in the

making of sugar, rice wine, vinegar, soy sauce, tea, vegetable oils, and other related

fermented food products in the pre-modern period, are arguably "ancient prototypes of

modern biotechnology.,,41 As we will see in this thesis, the rise of tea producers India

and Ceylon in the 1880s and 1890s demonstrated how modern European scientific

production of tea developed out of the rich foundation of traditional Chinese tea

knowledge and processing techniques, fostered by the global diffusion of Chinese tea

39 "Bio-piracy" is a new concept which describes the ways that Western corporations claim ownership, or
otherwise take unfair advantage of, the genetic resources and traditional knowledge and technologies of
developing countries. In recent years biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies had begun to probe
the farthest reaches of the Earth in search of plants and animals that may yield benefits for humans.
These corporations develop new products ranging from new medicine to cosmetics and enrich
themselves by plundering indigenous knowledge, plant, or seeds, without compensating their hosts or
seeking their consents. This is equal to biological theft or piracy as the Indian scientist Vandana Shiva
argues (Vandana Shiva, Biopiracy: The Plunder ofNature and Knowledge (Cambridge (Mass.): South
End Press, 1997); Graham Dutfield, "What is Biopiracy?" International Expert Workshop on Access to
Genetic Resources and Benefit Sharing, (2004),
http://www.canmexworkshop.comldocuments/papers/I.3.pdf; ..Shiva.Vandana... Britannica
Book ofthe Year, 1998, Encyclopcedia Britannica Online, (2008),
http://search.eb.com.proxy.lib.sfu.ca/eb/article-9114577 )

40 Shiva, 2-5.

41 Christine Daniels, Nicholas Menzies, and Joseph Needham, Science and Civilization in China, vol. 5,
Biology and biological Technology, part 3, Agro-Industries and Forestry (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1996), 5; H.T. Huang, Science and Civilization in China, Vol. 6, Biology and
Biological Technology, part 6, Fermentations and Food Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2000), 14.
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knowledge and seedlings in the nineteenth century. Chinese tea production technique

diffused worldwide as a mature technology late in the nineteenth century, and all the

basic processes used in modem European tea production were initially developed in

China long before Europeans had even started drinking tea.42 Through linking science

and technology more closely together, conquering the non-Western world, and extracting

indigenous natural knowledge, plants, and seeds, Europeans were able to develop

scientific tea cultivation and mechanize tea production in their colonies in the nineteenth

century on the basis of traditional Chinese tea technology. The contribution of traditional

Chinese biochemical knowledge to food processing, such as tea and many other

processed food products originated in China, was definitely as important as the

introduction of Western machinery to industrial production in world history.

Historiographical Considerations

What is Technology?

The definition of "technology" differs widely across various cultures, time, and

academic disciplines, "depending on whether the intent is to embrace the totality of

human works, in all societies and during all epochs, or to mark the specific historical

transformations that gave rise to the concept in the first place.,,43 Francesca Bray,

historian of Chinese technology, points out that "'technology' is a modem term for which

there is no equivalent in most pre-modem languages. Certainly there is none in pre-

modem China.,,44 "Technology" in Modem Chinese is often translated as keji ~tt

42 Daniels, Menzies, and Needham, 478.

43 Tim Ingold, The Perception of the Environment: Essays on Livelihood, Dwelling, and Skill (London:
Routledge, 2000), 296.

44 Francesca Bray. "Technics and Civilization in Late Imperial China: An Essay in the Cultural History of
Technology," Osiris, 2nd series, vol. 13 (1998): 11-33, here 32.
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(science and technology), jishu :Jt~ (skills and methods), or gongyi Iii

(craftsmanship).45 While the term keji is a neologism,jishu and gongyi can be found in

classical Chinese texts. These two terms most closely resemble the modern concept of

"technology" in the Chinese historical context. In classical Chinese, jishu refers to jiyi

fangshu :JtiiJJfiIlj "skill and secret knowledge" and "the professions, particularly

necromancy, astrology, medicine," while gongyi Iii is shougong jiyi ,f-I:Jtii

"handicraft technical skill and art." 46 The Encylopaedia Britannica explains the evolving

definition of "technology" in Western culture:

the term technology, a combination of the Greek techne, "art, craft," with logos,
"word, speech," meant in Greece a discourse on the arts, both fine and applied.
When it first appeared in England in the 17th century, it was used to mean a
discussion of the applied arts only, and gradually these "arts" themselves came to
be the object of designation. By the early 20th century, the term embraced a
growing range of means, processes, and ideas in additions to tools and machines.
By mid-century, technology was defined by such phrases as "the means or
activity by which man seeks to change or manipulate his environment.,,47

Skills and art constitute an integral part of the concept of technology in both the classical

Chinese and European languages since both elements were inextricably tied to each

other.

In sociology, "technology" is used loosely "to mean either machines, equipment, and

possibly the productive technique associated with them; or a type of social relationship

45 Niujin gaoji yinghan shuangjie cidian .tf=-~iiifft~~!fM~~ Advanced Learner's English-Chinese

Dictionary, 6th ed. (Beijing: Commercial Press and Oxford University Press, 2004),1814.

46 CiyuanlfiJ$(etymology), revised edition, voLl, (Beijing: Shangwu yinshuguan, 2004),954, 1217; Lin

Yutang *'~~, Dangdai hanying cidian 'I'{~~~~~(Chinese-EngiishDictionary of Modern Usage)

(Hong Kong: Chinese University Press) http://humanum.arts.cuhk.edu.hk/LexislLindict/
47 "Technology, history of," Encyclopa:dia Britannica, 2008,

http://search.eb.com.proxy.lib.sfu.ca/eb/article-9108659
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dictated by the technical organization and mechanization of work.,,48 The economic

historian Nick von Tunzelmann suggests another definition:

Technology should be regarded as more than the aggregate of manufactured
products and the processes that produce them. These artifacts, which are what are
often popularly categorized as technology, in practice depend upon broad and
deep knowledge bases for their conception and production. Such knowledge bases
may be codified into symbols that can be readily circulated, such as printed
manuals or lines of software code, but very often are tacit and unexpressed
possibly inexpressible-in any depicted form. Knowledge of this kind cannot be
reduced to information, such as often found in economists' treatments of
technology; such knowledge has to be learned, through learning processes that
remain only partially understood.49

For instance, tea production depends on knowledge about processing techniques which

can be preserved in agricultural handbooks as instructions for processing tea as the

Chinese did in late imperial China. However, having such knowledge does not

necessarily enable someone to apply it successfully for the first time since handicraft tea-

processing technique depends on a high level of ingenuity and dexterity which can only

be acquired and accumulated slowly through a learning process of trial and error. The

pioneer tea planter in Ceylon, Frederick Lewis, described the complexities of the Chinese

handicraft technique which was adopted by the Ceylonese:

After withering the leaf in a small closed room, the leaf was hand-rolled on
tables-laborious and somewhat disgusting operation-after which it was thinly
spread over shallow calico-bottom trays, that were placed on the tops of what
looked like inverted hollow pyramids, the apex of which was filled with live
charcoal. The tea was by this process slowly dried, the greatest care being
essential to see that it was not left too long over the charcoal fire or it would get
burnt. Equally, it was most important to see that it was not under-fired, so that

48 "Technology," A Dictionary ofSociology, eds. John Scott and Gordon Marshall (Oxford: Oxford
University Press 2005),
http://www.oxfordreference.com.proxy.lib.sfu.ca/viewsIENTRY.html?subview=Main
&entry=t88.e2337

49 Nick von Tunzelmann, 'Technology," The Oxford Encyclopedia ofEconomic History, ed. Joel Mokyr
(Oxford University Press, 2003),
http://www.oxfordreference.com.proxy.Iib.sfu.ca/viewsIENTRY.html?subview=Main
&entry=t168.e0734
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altogether the process was extremely delicacy, requiring very close attention and
considerable skill.50

Drawing on the ideas of the philosopher of technology Carl Mitcham, anthropologist Tim

Ingold finds it helpful to think about technology as objects in the forms of tools, utensils,

utilities, apparatus, and machine, as a process of making and using things, and as

knowledge of how to dO. 51 Technology, in short, is more than tools and machine, and

includes knowledge and skill about how to make and use things. The present study will

combine the ideas of Mitcham, Ingold, and Tunzelmann with the classical Chinese

meaning of jishu ~1iIlT and gongyi Ifi to conceive of "technology" as a flexible and

inclusive concept that consists of tools, machines, knowledge, manual skill, industrial art,

and the process of making and using things. Therefore, when I use the term "tea

technology," I refer to any skill, knowledge, and equipments that were essential in tea

production. My intention is to broaden the meaning of technology and demonstrate that

machine and tools were not the only indices of technological changes, by moving away

from machinery and considering other forms of technological progress from a long-term

view. As we shall see in this thesis, the absence of steam-power machinery in Chinese

tea-processing workshops did not mean a lack of technological improvement in the

Chinese tea industry.

Approach to the History of Chinese Technology- "the Needham Question"

The question why China, which was in many fields much more technologically

advanced than Europe before the Industrial Revolution, "failed" to advance further and

50 Frederick Lewis, Sixty-four Years in Ceylon, (Colombo Apothecaries Co., 1926), quoted in D. M.
Forrest, A Hundred Years ofCeylon Tea 1867-1967 (London: Chatto & Windus, 1967), 119.

5l Carl Mitcham, "Types of Technology," Research in Philosophy and Technology, vol. I, (1978), 229
294, cited in Ingold, The Perception ofthe Environment, 298-300.
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lagged behind Europe in the later period, continues to puzzle many historians of

technology. This is often described as the "Needham question.,,52 Joseph Needham

(1900-1995), historian of Chinese technology and science, attributed China's lack of

scientific and technological progress in the later period to the Chinese bureaucratic

system and the social hierarchy of shi ± (literati), nong a (peasants), gong I (artisans),

and shang jfij (merchants), that elevated literati, promoted agricultural production, but

discriminated against merchants and artisans, and failed to unite craftsmen's technology

with scholars' mathematical and logical inference method.53 As Needham wrote,

Since it (i.e. China) was not capable of allowing the mercantile mentality a
leading place in the civilization, it was not capable of fusing together the
techniques of the higher artisanate with the methods of mathematical and logical
reasoning which the scholars had worked out. .. so long as "bureaucratic
feudalism,,54 remained unchanged, mathematics could not come together with
empirical Nature-observation and experiment to produce something
fundamentall y new ....55

52 As Needham wrote, "between the first and the fifteenth centuries the Chinese, who experienced no
'dark ages,' were generally much in advance of Europe; and not until the scientific revolution of the late
Renaissance did Europe draw rapidly ahead ...Why, then did modern science, as opposed to ancient and
medieval science, develop only in the Western world?" (Joseph Needham, The Grand Titration: Science
and Society in East and West, (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1969), II).

53 Joseph Needham, Mathematics and the Sciences of Heaven, in Science and Civilization in China, vol.3,
ed. Joseph Needham, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959), 166-68; The Grand Titration:
Science and Society in East and West, 211 ; Clerks and Craftsmen in China and the West (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1970), 82.

54 "Bureaucratic feudalism" or "Asiatic bureaucratism" was a concept used by the Marxist German
Sinologist Karl A. Wittfogel (1896-1988) in his book Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft Chinas in 1931. In
fact, Wittfogel's concept can be traced back to Karl Marx's idea of "Asiatic mode of production" and
G.W.F. Hegel's world historical conception in The Philosophy of History (1830-31) (See Timothy
Brook, Introduction, The Asiatic Mode of Production in China, ed., Timothy Brook (London: M.E.
Sharpe, 1989), 3-34, here 5-12). Needham here referred to the system in which the Emperor rules the
country and collects all the taxes through a gigantic bureaucracy which was made up of and dominated
by the Confucian scholar-officials. He argued that this bureaucratic feudal system always effectively
prevented the rise to power or seizure of the State by the merchant class, which he considered as the sine
qua non of the rise of modern science in the West (Needham, The Grand Titration: Science and Society
in East and West, 150, 175, 176).

55 Needham, The Grand Titration: Science and Society in East and West, 210-212.
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Historian Mark Elvin argues that the technological advancement in late traditional China

was retarded by a "high-level equilibrium trap" that made technological change

difficult.56 Elvin wrote,

The input-output relationships of the late traditional economy had assumed a
pattern that was almost incapable of change through internally-generated forces.
Both in technological and investment terms, agricultural productivity per acre had
nearly reached the limits of what was possible without industrial-scientific
. 57mputs ....

This situation, according to Elvin, was caused by the continuing increase of population

that put pressure on the land and "steadily reduced the surplus products above what was

needed for subsistence," which was characterized by a shortage of many resources such

as wood, fuels, draught animals, metals, and good farmland. 58 By the later eighteenth

century, the Chinese economy had reached a point of sharply diminishing returns. 59 In

spite of this, the Chinese were able to deal with this problem, without technological

changes, by migrating into the hill country of southern and western China, adopting New

World crops and improved cultivation techniques, opening up new land, utilizing cheap

water transport and efficient market system, exercising mercantile skills, and

economizing on resources and fixed capita1.6o Thus, "the Chinese economy grew in

quantitative terms but with almost no qualitative change," or in other words, it achieved a

condition of "technological standstil1.,,61 In addition to the "high-level equilibrium trap,"

Elvin argues that Chinese technology did not advance because of the lack of incentive for

innovation: "The critical point is that nobody tried. In most fields, agriculture being the

56 Mark Elvin, The Pattern a/Chinese Past (London: Eyre Methuen, 1973),312-314.
57 Ibid., 312.
58 Ibid., 314.

59 Ibid., 3]4.

60 Ibid., 3] 2-314.
61 Ibid., 3] 4.
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chief exception, Chinese technology stopped progressing well before the point of which a

lack of basic scientific knowledge had become a serious obstacle.,,62 Elvin mentions that

the seventeenth-century European drive for tinkering and improving was absent in China,

and if the Chinese did possess such spirit, they could have made an efficient spinning

machine out of the primitive model in ~M Wang Zhen's •• Nongshu (1313).63

However, the counterfactual question of why China "failed" to industrialize along

Western lines is not going to help us understand how technology in China actually

developed. Bray asks:

is explanation of failure the most we can get out of the history of non-Western
technology, or can we reformulate our enquires along more rewarding lines. If
the task of the historian is to recreate worlds we have lost, then surely it is more
helpful to reflect carefully on what did happen in those worlds, than to ask why
something did not happen that did happen elsewhere.64

Rise of China and Rewriting Chinese History

The dramatic rise of China in the global economy in recent years and the effort to

integrate Chinese history into global history has led many historians to rethink Chinese

socioeconomic and technological history.65 David Faure, a socioeconomic historian of

China, claims that "China's increasing importance in the world economy and a growing

interest in incorporating China into world history have brought about a demand for

generalizations about China's economic and social history.,,66 Measured on a purchasing

62 Ibid., 297, 298.
63 Ibid., 297.

64 Francesca Bray, "Towards a Critical History of Non-Western Technology," in China and Historical
Capitalism: Genealogies of Sinological Knowledge, eds. Timothy Brook and Gregory Blue (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1999), 158.

65 See The Resurgence of East Asia 500, 150 and 50 Year Perspectives, eds. Giovanni Arrighi, Takeshi
Hamashita, and Mark Selden (London: Routledge, 2003).

66 David Faure, China and Capitalism: A History ofBusiness Enterprise in Modern China (Hong Kong:
Hong Kong University Press, 2006,) 2.
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power parity (ppp) basis, China in 2007 was the world's second-largest economy, after

the United States.67 With accelerating investment growth and surging net exports, the

foreign exchange reserves of China in January 2008 reached 1589.810 billion U.S.

dollars, the largest holding in the world.68 The rise of the Chinese economy in the past

decades not only led to a reshaping of the global economy, but also became one of the

key factors that motivate the reinterpretation of China and the West in early modern

global history.

China "Reorient" and the "California School"

The "California school,,69 challenges previous Eurocentric generalizations that

China was a stagnant, changeless, and backward society, largely isolated from the rest of

the world until it was "opened up" by the West in the nineteenth century. By looking at

China between 1500 and 1800 from global, comparative, and long-term historical

perspectives, the "California school" criticizes Eurocentric accounts of the "rise of the

West" and brings Chinese history and world history more closely together. This approach

emerged partly as a critical response to Immanuel Wallerstein's world-system theory in

the 1980s, partly as an attack on the universal applicability of Eurocentric social theories,

67 CIA, The World Factbook-China. https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world
factbooklgeos/ch.html#Econ

68 CIA, The World Factbook-China. https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world
factbooklgeoslch.html#Econ; Monthly Foreign Exchange Reserves, 2008, State Administration of
Foreign Exchange, People's Republic of China
http://www.safe.gov.cnlmodel_safe_enltjsLenltjsLdetail_en.jsp?ID=30303000000000
000,17&id=4

69 Authors that are identified, or identify themselves, with the "California school" include Roy Bin Wong,
Jack A Goldstone, Kenneth Pomeranz, Richard von Glahn, Wang Feng, and Cameron Campell in the
University of California system, Dennis Flynn and Arturo Giraldez of the University of the Pacific in
Stockton, California, Robert Marks of Whittier University in southern California; Andre Gunder Frank
(his major anti-Eurocentric work Reorient :Global Economy in the Asian Age was published by
University of California), Jack Goody of Cambridge, James Blaut of the University of Illinois, and Janet
Abu-Lughod of the New School for Social Research. For a discussion of "the California school," see
Jack A. Goldstone, "The Rise of the West-Or Not? A Revision to Socio-Economic History,"
Sociological Theory, vol. 18, no.2 (2000): 179-181.
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and partly in reaction to the rise of East Asian economies in the past decades, particularly

the economic performance of China. World-system theory suggests that capitalism and

the first "true" world economy originated in Europe in or around the sixteenth century as

a result of the rise of nation states, European overseas expansion, and international

division of labor.7o According to world-system theory, Europe was the core of the world

system, while most of East Asia until the nineteenth century was placed outside even the

semi-periphery.71 The "California school" challenges such Eurocentric views and their

"excessively narrow, economically mono-causal explanations and questionable holistic

assumptions."n In spite of their different explanations for "the great divergence"73

between China and Europe in the nineteenth century, all scholars of the "California

school" reject the idea of European superiority over backward and stagnant oriental

cultures. 74 Andre Gunder Frank asserts that there was a single world economy in the

early modern period from 1400 to 1800 and China was the center of it, and Europe was

relatively margina1.75 Roy Bin Wong, historian of China, points out that the methodology

employed in most social science research tends to deny the comparable historical

significance of non-European societies before their exposure to Western influence.76

70 Bruce Mazlish, "Terms," in World Histories, ed. Mamie Hughes-Warrington (London: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2005), 31.

71 Lynn A. Struve, introduction, The Qing Formation in World-Historical Time, ed. Lynn A. Struve
(Cambridge, (Mass.): Harvard University Asia Center: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2004),
19.

72 Ibid., 21.

73 The title of Kenneth Pomeranz's influential book, The Great Divergence Europe, China, and the
Making of the Modern World Economy, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000).

74 Jack A. Goldstone, "The Rise of the West-Or Not? A Revision to Socio-Economic History," in
Sociological Theory, vol. 18, no.2 (2000): 180.

75 Andre Gunder Frank, ReOrient Global Economy in the Asian Age (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1998), 5.

76 Roy Bin Wong, China Transformed: Historical Change and the Limits of European Experience
(London: Cornell University Press, 1997),3.
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This lack of attention to or denial of the historical significance of non-Western

societies among Western scholars has been discussed by South Asian historian Dipesh

Chakrabarty, and historian of technology John M. Staudenmaier.77 Staudenmaier points

out that the non-Western world is badly neglected by historians of technology in the

West.78 Chakrabarty claims that there is an unequal relationship between European and

non-European historians in terms of referencing their works: "Third-world historians feel

a need to refer to works in European history; historians of Europe do not need to

reciprocate" because " 'Europe' remains the sovereign, theoretical subject of all

histories, including the one we call 'Indian,' 'Chinese,' 'Kenyan,' and so on.,,79 Europe

is seen as the birthplace of modernity and this Eurocentric view continues to dominate the

discourse of history.8o However, European philosophers and thinkers, who shaped the

nature of social science by producing theories that embraced the entirety of humanity,

were relatively, sometimes absolutely, ignorant about people living in non-Western

cultures. 81 Therefore, as Chakrabarty suggests, it is important for scholars to

"provinciaIize" or decenter Europe, by renewing European thought from and for the non-

Western societies, recognizing the limitations of European concepts and categories, and

77 John M. Staudenmaier, "Recent Trend in the History of Technology," American Historical Review, vol.
95, no. 3 (1990); 715-725; Dipesh Chakrabarty, Provincializing Europe Postcolonial Thought and
Historical Difference (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000).

78 Staudenmaier, 724. Although an annual International Conference on the History of Science in East
Asia (ICHSEA) has been held for the past twelve years, and there are two journals on East Asian science
and technology (East Asian Science, Technology and Society, (EASTS) and East Asian Science,
Technology, and Medicine (EASTM», non-Western technology is still neglected by Western scholars,
especially those with a European focus. I was the only speaker on East Asian technology at the 40th
International committee for History of Technology Conference (ICOHTEC), which is one of the largest
international conferences on the history of technology along with the Society for the History of

Technology (SHOT). See abstract http://icohtec.uvic.ca/abstracts.php
79 Chakrabarty, 27, 28
80 Ibid., 28.

81 Ibid., 29.
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movmg beyond Eurocentric histories.82 Likewise, Wong sees comparative analysis

between Europe and non-Western societies as a good way "to transcend the Eurocentric

view of the world," and to revise older European social theories because the

incorporation of non-Western histories can help "reduce the aspirations of generalizing in

[European] social theory and expand the range of materials that such theory can

adequately encompass.,,83 Through demonstrating how China and Europe shared

significant similarities of pre-industrial Smithian dynamic economic expansion in the

early modern period, Wong provides a more even-handed comparative analysis between

Western and non-Western societies, and challenges the denial of the historical

significance of non-Western societies.84

Kenneth Pomeranz, historian of China, uses a comparative analysis and global

approach to examine the similarities and differences to examine the economic and

technological development path of Western Europe and China. He found that the Yangzi

Delta, the economic core of China, was as economically and technologically advanced

and highly commercialized as the most economically prosperous cores in Western

Europe before 1750.85 Given the economic, ecological, demographic, and agricultural

similarities that England and the Yangzi delta shared prior to 1750, Pomeranz flips

around the usual question of why the Yangzi delta failed to industrialize like England to

ask how England was able to avoid the labour-intensive path of the Yangzi delta after

82 Ibid., 3, 8, 16, 17.
83 Wong, 6,7.

84 Ibid., 16. "Smithian growth" is referred to the pre-industrial economic expansion based on Adam
Smith's idea of division of labor and specialization. According to Smith, by producing what they are
best to produce and exchanging their products with others, people achieve comparative advantage at the
market place. According to Wong, China and Europe both shared important similarities of this pre
industrial growth such as increased rural industries, more productive agriculture, and commercialization.

85 Pomeranz, The Great Divergence, 7, 8.
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1750.86 Pomeranz argues that European countries were able to transform after 1750 by

exploiting fossil fuels for industrial purposes mainly because of the favourable location of

coal deposits and the skill at exploiting them, and the "bounty resources" from New

World colonies.87 He added that European industrial transformation was more creative,

but this phenomenon was stimulated by European high wage costS. 88

Pomeranz also points out some of the common problems in comparing China with

Europe. Because the Industrial Revolution occurred in Europe, European scholars assume

a European uniqueness that predates the Industrial Revolution, often by centuries.89

Because they focus on China's national humiliation after the Opium War (1839-1842),

they presuppose that there were fundamental problems with the development path of

China.9o In fact, the European success and the Chinese failure may both result from

contingent factors rather than from cultural constants. According to the Chinese

economic historian Li Bozhong, this retrospective historical analysis often leads to a

teleological and deterministic view of Chinese history.91 Others have argued against the

tendency to plot China's technological change against European experience, to contrast

European linear (or accelerating) progress with Chinese "blockages," "brakes," or

"traps." The underlying assumption is that technological change is unilinear and

86 Ibid., 13.

87 Ibid., 62, 211.

88 Ibid., 49.

89Kenneth Pomeranz ~••, Preface for Chinese editiontF 3t1t&J¥ ~, *5j)i ~5ffl, tF lII&mf~t!t

W~.l'rHtJll (The Great Divergence: Europe, China, and the Making of the Modern World Economy),

trans. Shi Jianyun ~Jt~ ~(Jiangsu: Jiangsu Renmin Chubanshe, 2002), 3.

90 Ibid., 3.

91 Li Bozhong ~fBI, Jiangnan de zaoqi gongyehua 5Ii'II'I'iJ~mI~ft,(TheEarly Industrialization in

Jiangnan) (Beijing: Shehui kexue wenxian chubanshe, 2000), 532.
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necessary; unless it is blocked by cultural factors, progress will occur naturally.92 This is

problematic because "the bursts of technological change are relatively rare in world

history," and "the European configuration, however fruitful it proved, did not represent

the only path to technological progress.'.93

The "California school" approach offers a more balanced comparative historical

analysis of China and Europe by demonstrating how they shared many similarities up

until the Industrial Revolution, and the possibility of multiple paths of historical

development for different societies.94 However, scholars of the "California school" do

not pay enough attention to what drove technological changes, particularly the

technological "great divergence" between China and Europe in the beginning of the

nineteenth century. More work needs to be done on the technological development in

China. Although this thesis will rely on the revisionist account and the global

comparative approach of the "California school," it seeks to build on their weaknesses by

drawing upon the literature on history of science and technology, and paying special

attention to the issues of technological changes and diffusion within a broad global

context.

To reiterate my objectives once again, this thesis will use the tea technology in

late imperial China as a specific case to argue that the Western portrait of a

technologically stagnant China was a myth constructed by nineteenth-century European

thinkers. China remained technologically dynamic and well ahead of Europe in tea

92 Wong, 55, Fernand Braudel, Civilization and Capitalism 15tlt_1811t Century, voU, The Structures of
Everyday Life, trans Sian Reynolds (New York: Harper & Rows, 1981),430; Francesca Bray, "Technics
and Civilization in Late Imperial China: An Essay in the Cultural History of Technology," Osiris, 2nd

series, voU3 (1998): 11-33, here 14; Mokyr, Lever, 15
93 Wong, 55; Pomeranz, 44.
94 Wong, 290.
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production until the mid-nineteenth century. Drawing upon the revisionist approach of

the "California school," I will demonstrate China's technological contribution to the

world within a global and comparative historical framework, and illustrate how modern

European technological and scientific progress was attributable to the global diffusion of

Chinese biochemical knowledge and agricultural technology in tea planting and

processing.

Chapter One will show the importance of tea in drawing China and Europe

closely together during the early modern period, by examining the development of tea

drinking habit in Britain, the expansion of Sino-British tea trade, and the impact of tea on

British diet and culture. Chapter Two will situate tea within a broader context of Chinese

and European history, and illustrate how tea was linked to silver, opium, war, and

European expansion into China roughly from the seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth

centuries. Chapter Three will investigate to what extent the expansion of tea trade

affected the technological development of the tea industry in China. Chapter Four will

provide a general overview of China's technological position in the world during the

early modern period, and then zoom in on tea-processing as a specific example to show

how the Chinese tea industry went through remarkable technological progress without

mechanization during the Ming-Qing period. Chapter Five will show how the European

latecomers were able to catch up with China in tea production due to the global diffusion

of Chinese tea production knowledge and tea seedling on the one hand, and European

technological and scientific progress and colonial expansion in the nineteenth century on

the other.
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The primary research of this thesis is based upon the writings of contemporary

scholar-officials, encyclopaedic histories of institutions, standard history, data and trade

reports from China's imperial maritime customs, dgricultural treatises on tea, European

travellers' accounts, and British parliamentary papers.
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CHAPTER 2: TEA CONSUMPTION AND SINO
EUROPEAN RELATIONS

Significance of Tea in Chinese and European History

The English word "tea," and the French word the, are both derived from the word

te, which is the name for tea in the Minnan lJIJJ (south of the Min River) dialect in the

southern part of the Fujian province in China.95 According to the Classic of Tea ~~

(760 AD) by the Chinese tea expert Lu Yu 1li~(733-804 AD),

Tea is the best and most valuable evergreen tree in the south of our country. The

height of the tree ranges from one chi R 96
, to two chi, to several chi. In the

eastern part of Sichuan and western part of Hubei, the stem of the tree is so big
that even when two people open their arms, they cannot embrace the whole stem.
They have to chop off the branches in order to pick the tea leaves ....97

Tea played a significant role in altering the balance of power in Sino-Western economic

and political relations from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century. At one level, tea

intensified Sino-European trade relation and linked China and Europe closely together.

As the China historian Robert Gardella argues, the development of the tea-drinking habit

in Europe made tea "one of the few staples of Sino-European commerce from the

95 Bodde, "China's Gifts to the West."

96 A Chi R in Qing period was 30 centimetres to 36 centimetres. Appendix 2. Zhongguo lidai Du liang

heng yanbian biao!::PRlHH~al.~~Jtf!~, in Wang Li :£.n, Wang Ii guhanyu zidian:£.ni!:i5l~~:!1t!

(Wang Li's Dictionary for Classical Chinese) (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 2002), 1809.

97 Lu Yu, Classic of Tea, chapter one, the Origin of tea, in Wu Juenong ~..., Chajing Shuping

~~~~ (An Narration of and Commentary on Classic of Tea), 2nd ed. (Beijing: Zhongguo Nongye

Chubanshe, 2005), 3.
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seventeenth century onward.,,98 At another level, tea was linked to silver, opium, war,

and European expansion into China.99

Continuous Rise of Chinese Tea Exports

Tea exports from China increased continuously right up to the late nineteenth

century with a balance of trade in favor of China. This was due to China's domination of

tea production in the world market and rising European demand. It was impossible to

grow tea in Europe because tea required a monsoon climate. 100 According to the analysis

in Qingshi gao ~~~,

tea by nature is fond of warmth and dislikes the cold [climate], is fond of moisture
and dislikes dryness, and must avoid piercingly cold wind. [Thus, the planting of
tea] was most suitable to China. Although Western countries were prosperous,
their land was not suitable for planting tea and they could not [have tea] without
relying on our country. 101

In addition to natural advantages, China's superior tea-processing techniques and

fermentation knowledge enabled it to enjoy a comparative advantage in tea production

vis-a-vis Europe. China remained the principal source of tea supply for Europe until the

last two decades of the nineteenth century. 102 In 1867, China occupied 96% of the

world's tea market, and 97% of Britain's tea imports came from China alone in 1860. 103

An anonymous British writer expressed his anxiety about China's monopoly on the

98 Robert Gardella, Harvesting Mountains Fujian and the China Tea Trade 1757-1937 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1994),6, 7.

99 Zhuang Guotu, "Tea, Silver, Opium and War: From Commercial Expansion to Military Invasion,"
1tinerario, vol.17 (2) (1993): 10-36.

100 Gardella, 9.

101 Xinjiaoben qingshigao iT~*]l~fli (New revised edition of the draft history of the Qing dynasty),

juan 124, zhi 99, shihuozhi~Ji.;t. (treatises on economics), no. 5, chafa ~~, (tea law), Academia

Sinica Computing Centre http://www.princeton.edu/-classbib/
102 GadelIIa, 7.

103 Chen Qilu~~ft, Yingguo duihua shangye~~J.t¥itUi~ (British commerce in China) (Shanghai:

Commercial Press, 1930), 112-113.
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British tea market in 1840: "In the event of war, my readers, from whence do you expect

your teas? If Canton is now blockaded when can you obtain your supplies? What stocks

have you on hand to meet the increasing demand occasioned by the circumstances and by

speculation?,,104

The Biggest Consumer of Tea besides the Chinese-the British

The British demand for Chinese tea continued to expand throughout the early

modern period, making Britain the biggest European consumer of Chinese tea. As the

British colonial administrator John Crawfurd (1783-1868) wrote, "besides ourselves, the

Dutch and our brethren across the Atlantic are among the nations of the European races

the greatest consumers of tea.,,105 In 1664, Britain imported only 2 pounds and 2 ounces

of tea from China, but in 1783, the quantity was 5,857,882 pounds, and in 1785, over 15

million pounds of teas were consumed in Britain. 106 The multiplication of new

compound words related to tea in the English language was a good indicator of the

popularity of tea, and the emerging tea-drinking culture in Britain throughout the

eighteenth century: Tea-spoon (1686), tea-table (1688), tea-stand (1697), tea-kettle

(1705), tea-equipage (1709), tea-dish (1711), tea-chest (1740), tea-things (1747), tea-

saucer (1761), tea-tray (1773), tea-party (1778), tea-house (1789), and tea-room

(1796).107 One of the crucial reasons for the dramatic increase of imported Chinese tea

between 1783 and 1785 was the passing of the Commutation Act (1784), which reduced

104 An Anonymous writer called A Looker-on, Chinese Commerce and Disputes from 1640 to 1840:
Address to Tea Dealer and Consumers (London, 1840), 29.

105 John Crawfurd, "On the History of Cultivated Plants Producing Coffee, Tea, and Cocoa, etc,"
Transactions ofthe Ethnological Society ofLondon, vol.?, (1869): 203.

106 Michael Greenberg, British Trade and the Opening ofChina 1800-42, (/951), (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1969), 3.

107 Allen, 191.
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duties on tea from 119% to 12.5%.108 Furthermore, the Commutation Act granted the

British East India Company (EIC) full monopolistic right to import tea into Britain trade

and required it "to import sufficient tea to supply the domestic market and "to maintain in

its warehouses a quantity equal to one year's consumption.,,109 Henry Dundas, the

president of the Board of Control in charge of British India and the British East Indian

Company (EIC), saw the implications of the Commutation Act and tea trade for Sino-

British relations in 1792:

The measure lately taken by Government respecting the Tea Trade having more
than trebled the former legal importation of their article into Great Britain; it is
become particularly desirable to cultivate a friendship and increase the
communication with China.... 110

The dramatic increase of tea consumption in British had a transformative effect on British

society.

Effect of Tea on the British Diet and Culture

Tea played an important role in transforming British diet and culture in the

eighteenth century. In the eighteenth century, the British upper and middle-class were

beginning to transform their traditional heavy English breakfast of meats, poultry, fish,

and ale into a light meal of various breads, cakes, and tea. III The four 0'clock "afternoon

tea" also emerged in British society at this time, providing not only an additional meal

with tea, cake, and sandwiches, but also a social occasion and entertainment for ladies

108 Earl H. Pritchard, The Crucial Years ofEarly Anglo-Chinese Relations 1750-1800, (1936), (New York:
Octagon Books, 1970), 146, John Burnett, Liquid Pleasures: Social History ofDrinks in Modern Britain
(Florence, KY, USA: Routledge, 1999), 52.

109 Hoh-Cheung Mui and Lorna H. Mui, "The Commutation Act and the Tea Trade in Britain 1784-1793,"
The Economic History Review, New Series, vol. 16, no. 2 (1963): 234, 235.

110 Henry Dundas, Instructions to Lord Macartney, Sept. 8, 1792, in H. B. Morse, The Chronicles of East
Indian Company Trading to China 1635-1834, vol. 2 (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1926-27),233.

III Ibid., 51.
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and gentlemen to gather together. 112 Tea was appealing to the emerging British

commercial and professional classes because it was associated with values of sobriety,

trustworthiness, and respectability. 113 Tea, which first emerged as a luxurious drink

among the upper class in Britain, gradually became the almost irreducible basic everyday

necessity to the poor working class in the late eighteenth century.

Tea was well integrated into the everyday life and diet of the British industrial

working class due to changing working condition and the availability of cheap sweeteners

in the late eighteen century. According to the anthropologist Sidney Mintz, "there seems

no doubt that sugar and its by-products were provided unusual access to working class

tastes by the factory system, with its emphasis on the saving of time .... ,,114 Longer

working hours and rigid work patterns in the factory influenced the choices of food and

drink among the working class. The fact that tea can be prepared easily, and served hot

and sweetened, fit well into the bread-based diet of the working class and the cold

weather in England. \15 Free "tea breaks" were provided to workers during their long

working hours because unlike beer, tea did not dull the mind of the workers, but

sharpened it and kept them alert. 116 The popularity of tea in industrial Britain was

attributable to the fact "that it was a bitter stimulant, that it was taken hot, and that it was

capable of carrying a large quantity of palatable calories.,,117 Tea and sugar came

together because sugar acted as a cheap sweetener that balanced the bitterness of tea and

112 S. A. M. Adshead, Material Culture in Europe and China 1400-1800 The Rise of Consumerism
(London: Macmillan Press, 1997), 60.

113 Burnett, 50.

114 Sidney Mintz, Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern history (New York: Viking,
1985), 130.

115 Ibid., II 0, 118. Burnett points out that bread was the staple food of the working class that made up of
80 or 90% of the population in Britain in the mid nineteenth century (Burnett, Plenty and Want, 70).

116 Tom Standage, A History of the World in Six Glasses (New York: Walkers & Company, 2005), 200.

117 Mintz, 114.
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provided energy in the form of calories. 118 As the British social historian John Burnett

writes, "white bread and tea passed, in the course of a hundred years from the luxuries of

the rich to become the hall-marks of a poverty-line diet... they became all too often the

total diet of the poor, the irreducible minimum beyond which lay only starvation." 119

European Exploitation and Cheap Sugar for English Tea

The availability of cheap sugar for tea in Britain was the result of slave

plantations in the New World and preferential tariffs which led to the fall of the retail

price of sugar from 16d to 8d a pound from the seventeenth century to the late eighteenth

century.120 Pomeranz emphasizes the significance of European exploitation of African

slaves and land in the New World in providing "free resources" (e.g. sugar and cotton) to

Europe. 12I He argues that cheap sugar from the New World almost produced "an English

revolution" in sugar consumption with the per capita consumption increasing from 4

pounds in 1680, to 10 pounds in 1750, and 18 pounds in 1800.122 Thus, the enlargement

of tea and sugar consumption in Britain went hand in hand with changing working

conditions in Britain and the supply of cheap New World sugar.

Tea-Becoming the National Drink in Britain

By the nineteenth century, tea consumption had rapidly spread throughout Britain,

and increasingly replaced home-brewed beer, gin, milk, and traditional infusions of

indigenous plants in Britain. 123 In 1800, the EIC bought 23.3 million pounds of Chinese

tea, and after 1808, the British imported an average of 26 million pounds from China,

118 Burnett, 55.

119 Burnell, 62-63.
120 Burnett, 55.

/21 Pomeranz, Great Divergence, 264, 265.

122 Ibid., 118, 119. For more on the connection between slave sugar plantation and sugar consumption in
Britain, see Mintz 61-65.

123 Burnett, 52.
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twice as much tea as purchased by other countries, probably making the British the

world's largest tea consumer, after the Chinese. 124 The British consumption of tea rose

continuously throughout the second half of the nineteenth century from 2 Ibs. per head in

1852, to 2 Ibs. II oz in 1862, to 4 Ibs. in 1872, to 4 Ibs. II oz in 1882, and to 5 lbs. 50 oz

in 1891 (see table 1).125

Table 1. Per Capita Tea Consumption in Britain, 1800-1900

Year Ib
180 I -I 0 I Al
1811-20 1.28
1821-30 1.27
1831-40 1.36
1841-50 1.61

Year Ib
1851-60 2.31
1861-70 3.26
1871-80 4.37
1881-90 4.92
1891-1900 5.70

Source: W. Scott Tebb, Tea and the Effect of Tea Drinking, Cornell, London, 1905,7; John Burnett, Liquid
Pleasures: Social History ofDrinks in Modem Britain, Florence, KY, USA: Routledge, 1999,57.

As John Walker, one of the earlier advocates of experimenting tea cultivation in India

wrote in 1834,

For many years the consumption of tea has been increasing in this country; it has
become a luxury to all, and almost a portion of food to the common people, who

124 Immanuel C. Y. Hsu, The Rise of Modem China, 5th ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995),
149.

125 C.H. Denyer, "The Consumption of Tea and Other Staple Drinks," The Economic Journal, vol. 3, no. 9
(1893): 36. According to the China Imperial Maritime Customs in 1880, the annual per capita
consumption of tea in China doubled that in Britain, and the annual tea consumption in China was
estimated at 2,500,000,000 million pounds, which was eight times larger than the total amount of tea
exports to other countries (China Imperial Maritime Customs, Trade Report, 1880, in Li Wenzhi

~3t5~, Zhongguo jindai nongyeshi ziliaolfll;jllf:1~.~~1i~, vol. I, 1840-1911, (Beijing: Sanlian,

1957), 444). The total exports of Chinese tea in 1880 was 2,097,118 piculs or 279,545,829 pounds
(China Imperial Maritime Customs, Tea-particulars of Exports, Trade Reports and Returns, 1882, 15).
Another Chinese source, which drew on the Encycopedia Britannica, claimed that the per capita
consumption of tea in China was 5 pounds. Based on the Chinese population of 427,000,000, the total
domestic tea consumption was 2,135,000,000 pounds (Qingchao xu Wenxian tongkao

5l11l.3tjBM:l:f(a continuous general investigation of the Qing dynasty documents) (original title:

Huangchao xu Wenxian tongkao ~l1l.3tjBM:l:f (a continuous general investigation of the imperial

dynasty documents», Vol. 4, juan 382, shiye, Jutn, :l:f1129, compo Liu Jinzao ItJtiHl, (Shanghai:

Commercial Press, 1921).
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in some districts drink it three or four times a day. Its use is so intermingled with
our habits and customs, that it would not easily be dispensed with .... 126

By 1891, tea had definitely overtaken beer as the national drink in Britain. As the

contemporary British economic analyst C. H. Denyer said,

it is very probably that we now drink even more tea than beer. In 1891 we used
5.35 lbs. of dry leaf tea per head, which converted into a beverage at the rough
average rate of 7 gallons per lb., represent an annual consumption of no less than
37 gallons per head as against 29 gallons of beer. 127

The complete absorption of tea into the everyday life of everyone 10 British society

showed the tremendous impact of tea on British culture and diet, but simultaneously

revealed Britain's growing economic tie with China and its emerging trade deficit.

This chapter has shown how the development of the tea-drinking habit in Europe

from the seventeenth century transformed the Sino-European commercial relation, and

linked China and Europe closely together. The exports of tea from China increased

continuously throughout the early modern period with a balance of trade in favour of

China due to China's domination on tea production in world market and rising European

consumption. By the late eighteenth century, Britain had surpassed all other European

countries as the biggest European consumer of tea. Tea, which first emerged as a

luxurious drink among the upper class in Britain, gradually became integrated into the

everyday bread-based diet of the poor working class due to changing working condition,

the availability of a cheap sweetener, and the reduction of the tea duties in the late

eighteen century. By the nineteenth century, tea consumption had been absorbed into the

126 John Walker, Extract India Revenue Consultations, ] February 1834, "Proposition to the Honorable the
Director of the East India Company to Cultivate Tea upon the Nepaul Hills, and such Other Parts of the
Territories of the East India Company as Maybe Suitable to its Growth," British Parliamentary Papers,
1839, Papers Relating to Measures for Introducing Cultivation of Tea Plant in British Possessions in
India, Vol. xxxix, paper 63, 7.

127 Denyer, 33.
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daily life of the British and become the national drink. The "indispensability" of tea in

Britain and China's domination in the global tea supply had far-reaching economic and

political repercussions for Sino-British relations. The following chapter will situate tea

within a broader context of Chinese and European history, and examine how tea was

linked to silver, opium, war, and European expansion into China roughly from the

seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth centuries.
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CHAPTER 3: TEA, SILVER, OPIUM, AND THE BALANCE
OF TRADE

Tea, Silver, and Balance of Trade in Sino-British Relation

The growth of tea consumption in Britain, China's monopoly on tea production,

and the lack of Chinese interest in British manufactures contributed to Britain's balance-

of-trade deficit and the outflow of silver from Britain to China. European countries had

been running a balance-of-trade deficit with Asia for centuries because Europe consumed

Asian products such as silk, tea and spices in huge quantities, but was unable to sell

goods of equal value in Asia. According to the British historian Michael Greenberg, "the

dominant fact for nearly 300 years of their commercial intercourse, from the 16th to the

19th century, was that the westerner desired the goods of the East and was able to offer

little merchandise in return.,,128 It would take centuries before Europeans could reverse

this unequal economic relation with Asia with European technology and the drug trade. 129

Europeans could obtain Asian goods only with silver, or through exchange of goods

within "the tributary trade system," a regional intra-Asian trade system with China at the

center and silver as the principal medium of exchange. 130 Japanese historian Takeshi

Hamashita argues that European adaptation to and participation in this existing

128 Greenberg, 1.

129 Timothy Brook, The Confusions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture in Ming China (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1998), 12.

130 Takeshi Hamashita, "The Tribute Trade System and Modern Asia," trans., Neil Burton and Christian
Daniels, China, East Asia and Global Economy: Regional and Historical Perspectives, eds., Linda
Grove and Mark Selden, (New York: Routledge, 2008), 12-13; Hamashita, "Silver in Regional
Economies and the World Economy: East Asia in the Sixteenth to Nineteenth Centuries," , trans. J.P.
McDermott, in China, East Asia and Global Economy: Regional and Historical Perspectives, eds.,
Linda Grove and Mark Selden (New York: Routledge, 2008), 39-56.
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Sinocentric Asian economic zone demonstrates how European "expansion" into and

"impact" on Asia was conditioned by the Sinocentric world order, from the sixteenth

century well into the "modern" period. 13I Europeans were able to "buy their way into"

the Asian economy because of their technical capacity to sail beyond Europe, as well as

the continuous supply of precious metals from the New World. 132

A large amount of New World gold and silver flowed into Asia, half of which

went to China alone, as a result of the imbalance of trade between Europe and Asia in the

early modern period (see table 2).133 In the seventeenth century, Latin America

Table 2. Silver Shipped from Spanish America to Asia via Europe (in millions of rixdollars 134 per
year)

Year Production in Shipped from From Europe to
Spanish America America to Europe Asia

1550 3 3 2.3
1600 11-14 10 4.4
1650 10-13 8-9 6
1700 12 10-12 8.5
1750 18-20 18-25 12.2
1780 22 18-20 14.7
1800 30 23-25 18

Source: Artur Attman, American Bullion in the European World Trade, 1600-1800, Gothenburg, 1986,33;
Zhuang,22.

accounted for some 84 percent of the global silver production, and about one-third of

Latin American silver was shipped from the New World to the Philippines directly across

the Pacific passage, or via the Atlantic Ocean to Europe and then re-exported to Asia. 135

131 Hamashita, "The Tribute Trade System and Modern Asia," 13.

132 Brook, The Confusions of Pleasure, 12.

m Kenneth Pomeranz, and Steven Topik, The World That Trade Created: Society, Culture, and the World
Economy J400-the Present (New York: M.E Sharpe, 1999), 103.

134 I rixdollar=25 grams of silver, or 1 million=25 tons of sJiver (Frank, ReOrient, 998, J44).

135 Luke Clossey, "Merchants, Migrants, Missionaries, and GJobalization in the Early-modern Pacific,"

Journal of Global History, I (2006): 44, Quan Hansheng :i:S1f1-, "Ming Qingjian meizhou baiyin shuru

zhongguo de guji" 8J.15l ~~7J!i Bm.-A~ SI ~fiS~t (An estimation of silver imports into China from

Americas during the Ming-Qing period), in Zhongyang yanjiuyuan lishi yuyan yanjisuo jikan, vol. 66
(3),1995,679.
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It is estimated that approximately one fourth to one third of American silver ultimately

ended up in China. 136 With the establishment of a Spanish colony in Manila in 1571,

Spanish merchants began to ship American silver from Acapulco to the Philippines to

purchase Chinese goods that Chinese merchants brought there from Fujian and

Guangdong. 137 According to the economic historian George Bryan Souza, from 1590 to

1602, about 2,010,000 kilograms of silver were shipped from Acupulco to the

Ph'l" 138Ilppmes.

Silver-Windfall from the New World

Mexico, Peru, and Brazil provided Europe with a tremendous amount of precious

metals, and with this windfall from the New World, or in words of Frank, the "virtually

free-money in the Americas," Europeans were able to expand their imports of resources

and luxurious goods from Asia and other parts of the world "far beyond [what they]

could have obtained otherwise.,,139 As the nineteenth-century British merchant and writer

William Jacob (1761/2-1851) wrote,

the use of tea, which increased and descended gradually from the highest classes
in England till it became almost necessity of life to the very poorest, had caused a
demand for silver for the trade of China, which could not have been supplied with
that vast addition to the store which the mines of America administered with
increasing liberality. 140

Since the Chinese economy was based on a bimetallic currency system under which

copper coins were used for daily purchases and silver for larger business transactions,

136 Clossey, 44.

137 Timothy Brook, "Communication and Commerce," in The Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644, Part 2. Vol. 8,
The Cambridge History of China, eds. Dennis Twitchett and Frederick W. Mote (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998),694; Clossey, 41.

138 George Bryan Souza, The Survival ofEmpire: Portuguese Trade and Society in China and the South
China Sea, 1630 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986),84-85.

139 Frank, ReOrient, 354; Pomeranz, Great Divergence, 273, 269.

140 William Jacob, An Historical Inquiry into the Production and Consumption of the Precious Metal, vol.
II, (London, 1831), 193.
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silver was the only currency foreigners could use to trade with China. 141 European trade

with India and China from 1780 to 1810 was almost monopolized by the EIC which

imported a variety of Chinese goods such as "tea, porcelain, quicksilver, vermillion and

other fine colours, raw and wrought silks, copper in bar, sugar-candy, fans, pictures,

lacquered wares, soy, lapis lazuli, gold, pearl.. ..,,142 The importation of Chinese goods

continued to rise throughout the eighteenth century partly as a result of the European

obsession with chinoiserie, that is with Chinese or China-inspired products. 143

By the early nineteenth century, tea had surpassed all other Chinese goods and

become the single most important commodity which accounted for more than 90% of the

total value of the EIC's imports from China between 1825 and 1833 (see table 3).144

Table 3. Export Values of Tea from China to England through the EIC (1760-1833)

Year

1760-64
1765-69
1770-74
1775-79
1780-84
1785-85
1790-94
1795-99
1817-19

Export value of tea
tael 145

806,242
1,179,854
963,287
666,039

1,103,059
3,659,266
3,575,409
3,868,126
4,464,500

Percentage of total export
value
91%

73.7%
68.1%
55.1%
69.2%
82.5%
88.8%
90.4%
86.9%

141 Susan Naquin and Evelyn Rawski, Chinese Society in the Eighteenth Century (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1987), 104.

142 Jacob, An Historical Inquiry into the Production and Consumption ofthe Precious Metal, vol. 2, 197;
Anonymous, Chinese Traveller, vol. I, 196.

143 Lucile H. Brockway, Science and Colonial Expansion: The Role of the British Royal Botanic Gardens
(Toronto: Academic Press, 1979), 19.

144 Zhuang, II.

145 Measurement and weights in late imperial China was often confusing, lacking uniformity, and varied
with locality. The following standards are based on the standardization after the Supplementary Treaty
of October 8, 1843.

I tael (liang~ ) =1 1/3 oz. avoirdupois or 37.783 grammes.

I catty (jinJT) =16 taels

I picul (dan m)= 100 catties

(China Imperial Maritime Customs-I. Statistical Series: No.6, Decennial Reports 1892-190 I (Shanghai:
Statistical Department of the Inspectorate General of Customs, 1906), 153).
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1820-24
1825-29
1830-33

5,707,908
5,940,541
5,617,127

89.6%
94.1%
93.9%

Source: Man-houng Lin, China Upside Down: Currency, Society, and Ideologies (Cambridge (Mass.):
Harvard University East Asian Center, Harvard University Press, 2006), Table 104,65

The dramatic increase of tea imports from China into Britain in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries provided about ten percent of the total revenue from British import

duties and the whole profit of the EIC. 146 In 1834, the total consumption of tea was

25,000,000 pounds, and the annual cost to Britain, including the duties, was £8,000,000

sterling. 147 The continuous imbalance of trade and outflow of silver worried the British,

who thought this problem was mainly due to the restrictive trade policy, unfair treatment

of foreign traders, and uncivilized regulation of foreign trade in China:

Great Britain has been obliged to pursue the Trade with that country, under
circumstances the most discouraging and hazardous to its Agents employed in
conducting it, and precarious to the various interests involved in it. The only
place His Majesty's subjects have the privilege of a Factory, is Canton. The fair
competition of the market is there destroyed by Association of the Chinese [called

gonghang 0fr] ...our supercargoes are denied open access to the Tribunals of the

country, and to the equal execution of its Laws, and are kept altogether in a most
arbitrary state of depression, ill suited to the importance of the concerns, which
are entrusted to their care, and scarcely compatible with the regulations of
Civilized society. 148

"The strange policy of this singular nations," as another officer of the EIC complained,

greatly limited European knowledge about other parts of the Qing empire in the

nineteenth century:

Even in the city of Canton, barriers are fixed, beyond which no Englishmen can
pass; so that all commercial men who go to China, see about as much, and know

146 Greenberg, 3.

147 Walker, Extract India Revenue Consultations, 7.

148 Henry Dundas, Instructions to Lord Macartney, Sept. 8, /792, in H. B. Morse, The Chronicles of East
Indian Company Trading to China 1635-1834, vol. 2 (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1926-27),233.
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about as much of China as a Chinese would of England, as of London, if he was
confined to Wapping, and not permitted to go beyond the Tower. 149

This restrictive trade policy, the so-called "Canton system,,,150 together with the problem

of unfavourable trade balance, outflow of silver from Britain into China, and Britain's

massive appetite for Chinese tea, built up tension in Sino-British relations in the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries:

China, with regard to bullion, [has] until lately, been that "bourne from whence no
travellers return." They received almost all the bullion of Europe, principally in
payment for tea. A few millions of dollars, it is said, have been obtained very
lately from China in payment for East India cotton; but none could give any
account of what became of the hundreds of millions of dollars sent in the last two
centuries to buy tea. The dollars were never seen after delivery. 151

As soon as the British discovered there was a highly profitable market for opium in

China, the East India Company began to import opium into China in an attempt to offset

Britain's bilateral trade deficit with China and pay for Britain's tea imports.

British East India Company and the Beginning ofOpium Import into China

The EIC was directly responsible for the systematization of opium production and

importation into China. When the British gained control of the opium-producing

territories of India after the 1750s, they applied themselves vigorously to increasing the

opium output from India and, simultaneously, preventing its consumption by the Indian

149 Walker, Extract India Revenue Consultations, 6.

150 The "Canton" or gonghang iH'T (guild or combined merchant companies) system began in 1757, the

Qinlong emperor of China determined to restrict European traders to port of Canton by prohibiting
Europeans from resorting to any other ports in China. Under the Canton system, all European traders
were restricted to trade through Canton, and they were forbidden residence there, except for the trading
season that began from October to March each year. Furthermore, Europeans had to trade through the
gonghang, a groups of Chinese merchants who were given a monopoly on tea and silk tea by the Qing
government, but in return were held responsible for collecting duties, leasing factories, and supervising
foreigners in Canton. See H. B. Morse, The Chronicles ofEast Indian Company Trading to China 1635
1834, vol. I (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1926-27),297; Spence, 121; Naquin and Rawski, 102; Liang

Jiabin ~.m ,Guangdong shisanhang kao 11*+=~'T~ (a study of the thirteen merchant companies

in Guangdong), (1937) (Guangzhou: Guangdong renmin chubanshe, 1999).

151 Walker, Extract India Revenue Consultations, II, 12.
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producers, and increasing the market for it in China. 152 The British were very successful

in increasing output in India and "making opium so readily available in China that far

larger numbers of people used it than ever before and large numbers became addicted.,,153

Opium imports into China continued to increase from the eighteenth to the nineteenth

century. In 1729, only about 200 chests of opium were imported into China; in 1767, it

increased to 1000; from 1800 to 1820, and it reached 4,000, and it rose to almost 19,000

in the 1820s, 40,000 in 1838 and 1839. 154 Duties from Indian opium export accounted

for 15% of the EIC's total revenue. 155 The EIC saw Indian opium as a profitable

commodity that could help offset its balance-of-trade deficit with China, pay for tea

imports, and bring in an enormous amount of revenue, but utterly disregarded the fact

that opium was a highly addictive and poisonous drug:

Thus far we have considered Ophium [sic] as an article of internal revenue. We
shall now view it as an article of foreign commerce and we know not how it can
be so beneficially applied as in the aid of our China trade. 156

A triangular trade relation was firmly established between China, India, and Britain as a

result of tea, opium, and silver.

Opium Importation and Outflow ofSilver from China

Opium, "the world's most valuable single commodity trade of the nineteenth

century,,,157 played a crucial role in transforming the Sino-British trade relation. From

152 Frances Moulder, Japan, China and the Modern World Economy (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1977), 100.

153 Ibid., 101.

154 Ibid., 102.

155Janin, 37.

156 The East India Company, Collections of the Board of the East India Company, vol. 59, 1799-1800,
quoted in Hunt Janin, The India-China Opium Trade in the Nineteenth Century (London: McFarland &
Company, Inc., 1999), 37.

157 Frederic Jr. Wakeman, "The Canton Trade and the Opium War," The Cambridge History of China,
vo1.10, Late Qing, 1800-1911, Part I, ed., John K. Fairbank (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1978), 172.
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1833 to 1834, 19,362 chests of opium were consumed in China, worth 12,878,200; from

1834 to 1835, 20,089 chests, worth $11,758,779; from 1835 to 1836, it reached 26,018

chests, worth $17,106,903 (see table 4).158

Table 4. Opium Shipments to China: quantity, value, and consumption 1821-1839

Year

1821-1822
1822-1823
1823-1824
1824-1825
1825-1826
1826-1827
1827-1828
1828-1829
1829-1830
1830-1831
1831-1832
1832-1833
1833-1834
1834-1835
1835-1836
1836-1837
1837-1838
1838-1839

Total Shipment to
China (Chests)

5,959
7,773
9,035
12,434
9,373
12,231
11,154
13,868
16,257
19,956
16,550
21,985
20,486
21,885
30,202
34,776
34,373
40,200

Quantity Delivered for
Consumption (Chests)

5,011
5,822
7,222
9,066
9,621
10,025
9,525
14,388
14,715
20,188
16,225
21,659
19,362

20,089159

26018 160

27:111 161

28,307

Total Value ($)

8,822,000
7,989,000
8,644,603
7,927,500
7,608,200
9,662,800
10,425,190
13,749,000
12,673,500
13,744,000
13,150,000
14,222,300
12,878,200

11,758,779162

17,106,903163

19,814,800

Source: H.B. Morse, The International Relations of the Chinese Empire, vol. I (New York: Paragon Book
Gallery, 1910), 210; P. C. Kuo, A Critical Study of the First Anglo-Chinese War With Documeflts
(Connecticut: Hyperion Press, 1935), 33.

As Naquin and Rawski point out, "it was opium that dominated the private, or 'country'

trade that by 1828 opium constituted 55% of British import into China, providing not

only the wherewithal to pay for the tea imported but [also]-a crucial change-a surplus

that was taken out in silver."I64 As an anonymous contemporary British writer said in

158 P. C. Kuo, A Critical Study of the First Anglo-Chinese War With Documents (Connecticut: Hyperion
Press, 1935), 33; H.B. Morse, The International Relations of the Chinese Empire, vol. I (New York:
Paragon Book Gallery, 1910),210.

159 This figure taken from Kuo, 33.
160 Kuo, 33

161 Ibid.,33

162 Ibid., 33

163 Ibid., 33.

164 Naquin and Rawski, 233.
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1840, "the bulk of the Tea imported to this country has been paid for by the proceeds of

the sale of opium, on which there was a profit of nearly 300 per cent.,,165 The

predominance of opium in China's imports demonstrated the continuous lack of

competitiveness and attractiveness of other foreign goods in the Chinese market. 166

British opium shipped to China brought three million pounds to the British treasury and

two pounds of tea for everyone in Britain annually.167 In addition, there was a massive

outflow of silver from China into India as China's consumption of opium increased

dramatically in the nineteenth century: 1.6 million taels a year from 1814 to 1824, 2.1

million taels a year from 1824 to 1837, and 5.6 million taels a year in the two years

preceding the Opium War (1839-1842).168 As a whole, 150 million taels of silver flowed

out of China from 1815 to 1850. 169 The opium trade and the outflow of silver led to a

drastic shift in China's balance of payments that caused economic downturn,

unemployment, and urban unrest. 170 Furthermore, opium addiction had spread across all

levels of society.17l The Qing government's resolution to ban opium ultimately

contributed to the outbreak of the Opium War (1839-1842) between China and Britain.

According to a British contemporary,

The Tartar government, with extraordinary resolution, long resisted the
introduction of opium into China; imposing even the penalty of death upon parties
engaged in smuggling ...They even risk hostile collision with us-as the Emperor

165 An Anonymous writer called A Looker-on, Chinese Commerce and Disputes from 1640 to 1840:
Address to Tea Dealer and Consumers, (London, 1840), 30.

166 Giovanni Arrighi et aI, "Historical Capitalism, East and West," in The Resurgence ofEast Asia 500,
150, 50 year Perspectives, eds. Giovanni Arrighi, Takeshi Hamashita, and Mark Selden (London:
Routledge, 2003), 295.

167 Pomeranz and Topik, 100.
168 Arrighi et aI, 292.
169 Ibid. 292.

170 Naquin and Rawski, 233.

171 W. Travis Hanes III and Frank Sanello, The Opium Wars The Addiction of One Empire and the
Corruption ofAnother (Illinois: SourcesBook, Inc, 2002), 295.
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did by ordering the seizure of 20,000 chests in the several depots at the mouth of
h C

. 172t e anton flver ....

As he concluded, "in truth, whatever the pretexts for our wars with China, they really

originated in opium complications and our smuggling transactions.,,173

The question of to what extent opium trade was the chief factor that reversed the

Sino-British balance of trade and contributed to the continuous outflow of silver from

China and its associated socioeconomic problems throughout the nineteenth century is

beyond the scope of this section. 174 The primary objective here is to demonstrate the

significance of tea in a broader context of Chinese and European history by exploring its

relationship with opium, silver, war, and European expansion into China. The following

section will provide an overview of the expansion of China's tea exports in the post-

Opium War period.

Impact ofOpium War on Sino-British Tea Trade after 1842

China's defeat in the Opium War (1839-1842) and the signing of the unequal

treaty with the Britain, the Treaty of Nanjing in 1842, led to the abolition of the "Canton

system" and the expansion of Sino-British tea trade. The Deputy Commissioner of

172 Colonel Sykes, "Notes on the Progress of Trade of England with China since 1833, and on its Present
Condition and Prospects," Journal of the Statistical Society ofLondon, vol. 25, no.l. (1862): 15.

173 Ibid., 15.

174Man-houng Lin, economic historian of China, challenged the earlier Chinese historiography that
overemphasizes the role of opium in contributing the continuous outflow of silver from China
throughout the late Qing period (Man-houng Lin, China Upside Down: Currency, Society, and
Ideologies (Cambridge (Mass.): Harvard University East Asian Center, Harvard University Press, 2006),
22). She claims that the outflow had more to do with the sluggish world market for China's exports, the
decrease of global silver supply, and the disappearance of the basis for arbitrage in the high price of
silver in China relative to the rest of the world than opium imports (Ibid., 72). Her study shows that $
691 million of silver flowed back into China between 1856 and 1887 as a result of the rapid expansion of
tea and silk exports and increased production of global silver as opposed to $384 million that flowed out
between J808 and 1856 (Ibid., 98, 109, 288). This inflow of silver provided the Qing government with
extra revenues to strengthen its rule (Ibid., 22).
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Customs of China T. Robert Banister talked about the economic repercussion of the

Opium War:

The restrictive trade policy of the Celestial Empire having been broken down by
the force of arms .... [The Treaty of Nanjing and other subsequent treaties] marked a
transition stage in China's commercial relations with foreign nations ....During this
transition period, the external trade of China expanded quite considerably. 175

After the opening of five "Treaty Ports" (Guangzhou, Xiamen, Fuzhou, Ningbo, and

Shanghai) for foreign trade and residence in 1842, China's tea exports continued to

increase steadily, and handicraft tea processing industry also expanded as a result and

reached its peak in the mid-1800s.1 76 According to the customs official and historian of

China H. B. Morse's (1855-1934) analysis, the total export of tea from China expanded

remarkably in the decade after the Opium War from 17,727,750 pounds in 1843 to

130,677,000 pounds in 1856 (see table 5).177

Table 5. Total Tea Exports from China (1838·1911)

1838-1842
1843
1844
1845
1846

Total China's
Tea Exports

illtl
42,353,000
17,727,750
70,476,500
80,194,000
84,016,000

1865
1866
1867
1868
1869

Total China's
Tea Exports

illtl
161,293,000
158,912,000
177,406,000
196,645,000
203,702,000

1888
1889
1890
1891
1892

Total China's
Tea Exports

illtl
288,934,682
250,252,221
222,00 I,686
233,301,926
216,309,644

175 T. R. Banister, A History of the External Trade of China, 1834-81, together with a synopsis of the
External Trade of China, 1882-1931, in China Maritime Customs. I.-Statistical Series: No.6, Decennial
Reports on the Trade, Industries, etc., of the Ports Open to Foreign Commerce, and on Conditions and
Development of the Treaty Port Provinces, Fifth Issue, Vol. I-Northern and Yangtze Ports, written by
order of the Inspector-General of Customs by the Deputy Commissioner of Customs (Shanghai: Printed
and Published at the Statistical Department of the Inspectorate General of Customs, 1933), 21.

176 Albert Feuerwerker, "Economic Trends in the Late Qing Empire, 1870-1911," in The Cambridge
History of China, Late Qing, 1800-1911, Part 2., Vol. II, eds. John K. Fairbank and Liu Kwang-ching
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 27. Feng Guofu argues that Chinese tea exports to

Britain reached its peak in 1880. See Feng Guofu 11\;j~, trans. Dr. John McEvan, Zhongguo chaye

yange "tj:l\;j~Wjl~5'd~" (Chinese tea and the course of development and change in trade) yingguo

caizheng shibao ~\;jJijiJ3(~fi (British financial times), Dong/eng zaizhi jIOJ.~ (Eastern

Miscellany), Vol. 10 (3), (September, 1913),34.

177 H.B. Morse, The International Relation of the Chinese Empire, vol.l (New York: Paragon Book
Gallery, 1910-18),366.
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1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864

76,687,500
75,954,000
82,980,500
77,430,400
99,190,600
93,802,100
101 ,227,000
109,369,100
112,660,700
130,677,000
92,435,500
103,564,400
110,915,200
121,388, I00
133,300,000
173,290,000
170,757,000
156,628,000

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887

184,087,000
223,896,000
236,563,000
245,648,000
23 1,326,000
242,391,000
234,993,000
254,563,000
253, I 3 I ,000
264,929,000
279,546,000
284,925,000
268,866,000
264,910,000
268,762,000
283,763,000
295,565,000
286,999,832

1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
j 91 I

242,737,162
248,246,186
248,695, 140
228,321,703
204,236,664
205,095,380
2I7,384,975
184,530,382
154,360,469
202,245,559
223,614,749
193,45 1,490
182,527,423
187, I70,262
214,629,662
2 I0,098,928
199,742,45 I
208,054,640
194,991,639

Source: Data from 1838-1860 are taken from H.B. Morse, The International Relation of the Chinese
Empire, voI.I (New York: Paragon Book Gallery, 1910-18),366. Data from 1861-1886 are taken from
Lin, China Upside Down" 98. Data from 1887-1911 are taken from Chen, Jindai zhongguo chaye de
fazhan yu shijie shichang, 309-310.

Chinese tea that the British imported was generally divided into two broad categories:

green and black tea (or lucha ~~ and hongcha n~ in Chinese). The green tea is

delicate and unfermented dried leaves which were mostly consumed with sugar or

preserved lemon by the British. 178 Popular Chinese green tea included songluo *'~.

Singlo, zhucha ~~Gunpowder, yuqian m'W.i Young hyson, and xichun mH~ Hyson. 179

Black tea, which constituted eighty percent of the British tea imports in the mid-

nineteenth century, is a fully dried and fermented tea which includes Wuyi fE.t~ Bohea,

178 Markman Ellis, The Coffee House a Cultural History (London: Weidenfield & Nicolson, 2004), 125
126; Huang, 535-536.

179 Chen, Jindai zhongguo chaye de fazhan yu shijie shichang, 10,55,56.
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gongfu I~ Congou, xiaozhong JJ'fP Souchong, and baihao Eh~ Pekoe. 180 In 1867,

China occupied 96% of the world's tea market, and 97% of Britain's tea imports came

from China in 1860. 181 Nearly all Chinese huaxun cha n.~ (flower scented teas,

known to merchants by the name of "scented orange pekoe" and "scented caper") 182 that

were exported for the foreign market in the nineteenth century were processed in the

handicraft tea-processing workshops in Canton (Guangzhou .11#1).183 By 1866, "Canton

tea was beginning to acquire a reputation for careful firing and preparation, and to

command higher prices accordingly, in contrast to Foochow, Shanghai, and Hankow tea,

where the rather wild competition of foreign buyers had encouraged concentration on

quantity and neglect of quality by the producers." 184 According to Robert Fortune:

the most extensive and best hongs were situated on the island of Honan (Henan

)jiJi'J)185 ... We crossed the main river in a boat, and then pulled up a canal for a

short distance which led through a densely populated suburb. Here we soon
found ourselves abreast of a number of large tea-hongs.... 186

This chapter has illustrated the significance of tea within a broader context of

Chinese and European history. Tea was a mass-produced and widely consumed

180 Samuel Ball, An Account of the Cultivation and Manufacture of Tea in China (London Longman,
Brown, Green, 1848),40; Chen, Jindai zhongguo chaye de fazhan yu shijie shichang, 10,55,56

181 Chen Qilu Ilj:KJm, Yingguo duihua shangye~lIIJt¥i!fj~(British commerce in China) (Shanghai:

Commercial Press, 1930), 112-113.

182 The huaxiang baihao ni!fB. "scented orange pekoe" and zhulan cha ~Ift* "scented caper" are

unfermented tea. According to Robert Fortune, dry tea leaves were mixed with flower of various kinds
such as Jasmine and orange-flower for twenty-four hours and then flowers were sifted out of the tea
(Robert Fortune, A Residence among the Chinese: Inland, on the Coast and at Sea from 1853 to 1856
(London: W. Clowes and Sons, Stamford Street, and Charing Cross, 1857), 199-206).

183 Fortune, A Residence among the Chinese, 202.
184 Banister, 64.

185 An island south of the Pearl River in Canton.

186 Fortune, A Residence among the Chinese, 208.
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commodity that was linked to silver, opium, war, and European expansion into China.

The growing British tea consumption, China's domination of the tea supply to Europe,

and the lack of Chinese interest in Briti~h manufactures contributed to Britain's balance

of-trade deficit and the outflow of silver from Britain to China. While the exploitation of

the New World provided a tremendous amount of silver that enabled Britain to expand

their purchase of tea and other luxurious goods from China, the British were concerned

about the continuous imbalance of trade with China. By the early nineteenth century, tea

had become the single most important commodity in the Sino-British trade. The

discovery of opium as a profitable export commodity to China provided Britain with a

temporary means to offset its bilateral trade deficit with China and pay for its tea imports.

The Qing government's resolution to ban opium ultimately contributed to the outbreak of

the Opium War between China and Britain. China's tea exports to Britain increased

remarkably after 1842. The following chapter will investigate to what extent the

expansion of tea trade affect the technological development of the tea industry in China.
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CHAPTER 4: TRADE STIMULI AND TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE

Impact of the Expansion ofForeign Trade on Technological Development

Classical economists assumed that market expansion would lead to specialization,

greater division of labour, and technological changes. According to Adam Smith (1723-

1790), trade expansion and growing foreign markets could have a positive impact on the

technological development. He made this point specifically for the manufacturing

industries of late imperial China:

A more extensive foreign trade, however, which to this great home market added
the foreign market of the rest of the world; especially if any considerable part of
this trade was carried on in Chinese ships; could scarce fail to increase very much
the manufactures of China and to improve very much the productive powers of its
manufacturing industry. By a more extensive navigation, the Chinese would
naturally learn the art of using and constructing themselves all the different
machines made use of in other countries, as well as the other improvements of art
and industry which are practiced in all the different parts of the world. 187

Smith considered the development of machinery as the result of division of labour: "I

shall only observe, therefore, that the invention of all those machines by which labour is

so much facilitated and abridged, seems to have been originally owing to the division of

labour.,,188 By specializing in what they were good at and reducing their tasks to one

operation, workers became more dexterous and innovative. 189 He continued to support

his explanation: "a great part of the machines made use of in those manufactures in which

labour is most subdivided, were originally the inventions of common workmen, who

187 Smith, 866.

188 Ibid., 16.

189 Ibid., 16.
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being each of them employed in some very simple operation, naturally turned their

thoughts towards finding out easier and readier methods of performing it.,,190 Seventy-

two years later, John Stuart Mill also discussed the repercussions of the expansion of

foreign market for technological progress and the adoption of machinery in production:

"A Country which produces for a larger market than its own, can introduce a more

extended division of labour, can make greater use of machinery, and is more likely to

make inventions and improvements in the process of production."J91 The handicraft tea

industry in later imperial China conformed to the "Smithian growth" model since the

expansion of the tea market contributed to the commercialization of tea cultivation,

greater division of labour and specialization of production.

Bin Wong discusses the "Smithian growth" in many industries across China

between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries. l92 However, market expansion did not

lead to the invention or adoption of more labour-saving machines by tea workers or

owners of tea workshops. For instance, the handicraft tea-processing workshops in

Henan town continued to expand and develop along a labour-intensive path by using

traditional tea-processing techniques and employing more workers (especially women

and children), instead of moving towards a more mechanized direction, even though the

demand for tea increased dramatically from 1842 to 1890. Fortune provided a detailed

description of how tea was processed by labour-intensive methods in a handicraft tea-

processing manufactory owned by a Chinese merchant in Henan in 1857:

These hangs were large and spacious buildings of two stories. The lower portion
was filled with tea and implements of manipulation, while the upper was crowded

190 Ibid., 17.

191 John Stuart Mill, The Principles of Political Economy, (1848), (New York: Promutheus Book, 2004),
542.

192 Wong, 16-20.
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with hundreds of women and children engaged in picking and sorting the various
sorts ...A convenient quantity-about twenty or thirty pounds-was thrown into
the drying-pan, which had been heated for operation. Here it was sprinkled with a
basinful of water, and rapidly turned over with the hands of the workman. The
dry leaves immediately imbibed the moisture, and became soft and pliable. This
softening process prevented them from breaking down into dust and fitted them,
also, to take any form which was considered desirable by the manipulator. 193

Rural handicraft tea-processing method continued to prevail in many parts of China after

the Opium War. For instance, the brick tea194 production in Yangloutong $.~ in

Hubei m1:J~ province continued to use handicraft method, even after the Russians

established a machine-processed brick tea factory in Hankou 5l 0. 195 Why did the

expansion of foreign trade not lead to mechanization in the Chinese tea industry as Smith

and Mill predicted?

Bin Wong points out that it is problematic for historians and economists to see

Smith as the "father of modem economics" and the prophet of the Industrial Revolution

because Smith could not foresee, nor was he prepared to analyze, the causes and the full

forces of the Industrial Revolution which he had not yet experienced during his life

193 Fortune, A Residence among the Chinese, 208.

194 Zhuancha liI~ "brick tea," as the name indicates, consists of green and black teas which are crushed

by high pressure into tea dust and then mould into portable slabs. Several Russian firms monopolized
the production of brick tea in China. By 1878, there were six Russian tea factories in the British
concession at Hankou and three of them employed steam-power machinery. The Russian were among
the first introduced mechanized technology to the Chinese tea industry (Gardella, 69).

195 Wang Jingyu 5I~., "Zhongguo jindai chaye de duiwai maoyi hezhichaye zhong zibenzhuyi qiye de

chansheng "~l;jJlIf~~jU'iJ'-t.9Uijjf;ll~J~~~W*;E.~~~"(Modern China's foreign tea

trade and the creation of capitalist enterprises in tea processing industry), Wang Jingyu ji 5I~••
(Collected works of Wang Jingyu), ed. Zhongguo shehui kexue yuan keyanju zhuzhi (Beijing: Zhongguo
shehui kexue chuban she, 200 l), 329-330.
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time. 196 Furthermore, Smith's understanding of China was severely limited by the

European knowledge about China in his time. 197

Gardella examines the influence of tea trade on the tea-producing province Fujian,

and finds that booming tea trade had a substantial impact on the local economy, society,

and ecology. The expansion of tea exports "produced some visible improvement in the

material standard of living of formerly poor Fujian tea producers," and contributed to

migration, urbanization, the expansion of tea cultivation, influx of silver, increasing use

of written contracts, and development of new monetary and fiscal instruments (e.g. Dai

Fook dollar and chashui ~l)1 tea taxation). 198 These economic gains from the tea trade

were accompanied by ecological degradation, social tensions between local people and

migrant tea workers, and rising food costs, which were also inextricably intertwined with

increasing opium imports that offset the export of tea in the nineteenth century. 199 In

spite of these socioeconomic and ecological changes, the expansion of tea exports did not

lead to any substantial technological or structural transformation in the tea industry. As

Gardella writes,

measured by Fujian's experience, an international commerce of large volume and
long duration did not radically transform what Adam Smith vaguely termed the
"productive power" of the pre-modem Chinese agrarian economy... [which] was a
"decentralized market-directed"ZOO mode of production organized to accommodate

196 Wong, 49, 50.

197 Ibid., 50.

198 Gardella, 79-81, 82-100.
199 Ibid., 100-106.

200 "Decentralized market-directed' mode of production refers to the absence of large scale units of
management in the primary stages of Chinese tea production and the highly fragmented landholding
pattern and the fragmented procedure of tea picking and crude tea processing performed by peasant
household labour (Gardella, 118, 119). The characteristics of the Chinese tea industry will be discussed
later in this thesis.
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cycles of extensive commercial expansion and contraction without the need for
structural transformation.z° l

He shows that tea growing and the preliminary stage of processing crude tea (called

maocha=5~) in later imperial China was dispersed among many small and medium-

scale peasant farms.z°2 The behaviour and organizational structure of these small

producers was primarily predicated upon short-term profit and the fluctuating trends of

the tea market, and they often overreacted to the expansion and contraction of the

demand for tea. 203 For instance, when tea trade was booming and prices were high,

small tea planters would try to increase their profits through new planting and intensive

harvesting. Likewise, when the tea market contracted and price was low, they would

immediately abandon tea plantation in favour of other cash crops.204 The analysis of

Gardella seems to show that decentralized and fragmented small-scale structure of

production as the major obstacle to technological change and mechanization of tea

production in spite of the force of market expansion.

I agree with Gardella that small-scale production was disadvantageous for the

adoption of machinery. In order to make machines cost-effective, as a nineteenth-century

anonymous Chinese intellectual said, "these machines need to be used in places where

there are large-scale [tea plantations].,,205 However, tea production in China was

characterised by a small-scale and fragmented peasant household production, in

201 Ibid., 171.

202 Ibid., 1l7.

203 Ibid., 118.

204 Ibid., 118.

205 Anonymous, "Lun Zhongguo chaye zhi shuai ying ruhe shefa bujiu"

~~ 1I~.zttJl:tzD1iiJ~$1iUt (discussion on the decline of Chinese tea industry and how to rectify

its errors), Shangwuiff5, juan 7, Huangchao jingji wenxinbian~W1ktli!iJW3tfJTki (New anthology of

statecraft writings of the imperial dynasty), (1901),4,5.
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Gardella's terms, a "decentralized market-directed" mode of production, with each

household possessing two to three mu206 of land, and cultivating ten to one hundred tea

trees. 207 The British colonial governor Sir John Francis Davis (1795-1890) mentioned

that "the tea farmers, who are small proprietors or cultivators, give the tea a rough

preparation, and then take it to the contractors, whose business it is to adapt its further

preparation to the existing nature of the demand.,,208 In addition to small-scale tea

plantations, Gardella is right about the short-term profit-seeking behaviour of Chinese tea

producers, who were only interested in profits and had no incentive to invest in

machinery or other technology in tea production. According to the analysis in a trade

report from the China Maritime Customs in 1912,

In the tea districts of the Yangze (Yangzi) Valley, large gardens are unknown.
Farmers originally grew merely what each needed, gradually adding plants as
demand promised profits; they had and have no scientific knowledge of
cultivation or preparation of the leaf, but followed the rough and ready methods of
local tradition. That competition could arise never enter their thoughts.209

The trade report emphasized that "as long as tea is grown in small gardens, it is hopeless

to expect the farmers to do anything, if only because probably no individual grows

enough to find machinery pay.,,210 A machine had to be kept running all the time in order

to increase output and justify its high cost,211 However, as the economic historian

Raphael Samuel explains, even rising output alone might not be sufficient to offset other

206 MuiIA is unit of measurement for land used in China. The standard mu for the 20th century is usually

0.1647 acre and the official Qing mu was equal to 0.1518 acre, so an acre is about 6.5 mu. See Sucheta
Mazumdar, Sugar and Society in China Peasants. Technology, and the World Market (Cambridge
(Mass.), Harvard University Asia Center, Harvard University Press, 1998), xx, 415.

207 Wang, 316-317.

208 John Francis Davis, The Chinese: A General Description ofthe Empire of China and its Inhabitants,
vol.lI, (1836) (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources, INC, 1972),415.

209 Sugden, Hankow Decennial Report, 1902- /l, (1912), 342.
210 Ibid., 344.

2/1 Raphael Samuel, "Workshop of the World: Steam Power and Hand Technology in Mid-Victorian
Britain," History Workshop, no. 3 (1977): 53.
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costs such as running charges, depreciation, and investment because "for the small

producer, engaged in a week-by-week struggle for survival, the cost of installing

machinery simply made it quite unthinkable.,,212 Lack of capital was indeed a key

obstacle to the mechanization of the Chinese tea industry.

Small peasants who engaged in small-scale tea plantation were unable to purchase

machines or improve their cultivation due to lack of capital, particularly when their

profits from tea were decreasing as a result of the declining Chinese tea exports. As the

Amoy Decennial Report explained in 1891,

the original poverty of the Amoy cultivators prevented them from spending extra
labour on the necessary improvement of plant and soil so as to produce a better
paying article, their dwindling profits year by year compelled them, on the other
hand to retrench in the very directions that still further diminished the quality and
value of their products. 213

In other words, as vanishing profits made improvement less and less possible, the quality

of tea deteriorated further making the value of tea less and less valuable, thus deceasing

the returns on tea production, which in turn made it impossible for tea farmers to invest in

the improvement or mechanization of tea production. Under these circumstances, the use

of human labour seemed to be a flexible, rational, and economical choice for Chinese tea

farmers.

Flexibility in Technological Choice

Market expansion will lead producers to adopt the most rational and cost-effective

means in order to increase production to meet growing demand and seize extra profit. If

capital is scarce and costly while skilled labour is cheap and abundant, it is perfectly

rational for producers to hire more labourers or mobilize more family labour, instead of

212 Ibid., 53.

213 T.F. Hughes, Amoy Decennial Report, 1882-91 (1891), China Imperial Maritime Customs, 489.
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installing expensive machinery. Samuel points out the benefits of human labour vis-a-vis

machinery from the perspective of capitalists.214 Hands are certainly more flexible,

adaptable, and suitable than crude machinery in tea production because tea is not a

homogenous product. A nineteenth-century Chinese source illustrated the flexibility of

human hands vis-a-vis machinery in processing tea: "The timing of tea processing

definitely cannot be standardized. Machines are not as good as human labour in terms of

flexibility. The Chinese tea processing method is fundamentally good, thus we need not

give up our own ways and follow others.,,215 Nonetheless, the source did not rule out the

possibility of combining Chinese handicraft skill with the state-of-the-art technology in a

flexible way:

The art [of production] (Le. technology) has improved daily and become highly

valuable (yigui rixin .:It S iT), there is no harm in learning from others' strong

points to offset our own weaknesses. Therefore, machine-production [of tea]
should also be investigated and studied. If we can really gain something from it
after careful consideration, though machinery is inflexible, we can make use of it
flexibly.216

In spite of this, cost was often a primary consideration in the adoption of machinery in

Chinese tea industry.

Fortune mentioned that the tea workshop that he visited in Henan island "was

crowded with women and children, all busily engaged in picking the stalks and yellow or

brown leaves out of the black tea.,,217 The reason for hiring many workers was obvious

since the cost of labour was lower than the cost of tea machines. According to Fortune,

"the wages of labourers in tea districts of China range from 2d. to 3d. per day with their

214 Samuel, "Workshop of the World," 58.

215 Shiwu tongkao ll=UfJM~(A general investigation of current affairs), juan 17, shangwu 4, chaye, 1897,

4.
216 Ibid., 4.

217 Fortune, A Residence among the Chinese. 198.
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food, which is almost always furnished by the farmers, and which may cost about 3d. or

4d. more, making the whole day's labour amount to 6d. or 7d.,,218 In contrast, the No.1

Sirocco Tea Drier advertised by the Sirocco Engineering Works of Messrs. Davidson &

Co., Ltd. in mid-1880s, cost £85 (see figure 1).219 Although Fortune's account showed

that tea workers did not use machines driven by steam power, Fortune did mention that

the sieving of flowers from the flower-scented tea was "partly done by a winnowing

machine, similar in construction to that used by our farmers in England.,,22o The

adoption of this wooden hand-driven winnowing machine in handicraft tea workshop

demonstrated how the Chinese were able to make practical and rational technological and

economic choices adaptable to their labour-intensive organization of production in the

late nineteenth century. China economic historian Linda Grove's case study of the

weaving industry in Gaoyang ~Iii in the early twentieth century shows that the Chinese

adopted the hand-power iron gear loom because it was more cost-efficient and adaptable

to the small-scale Chinese family workshops than the steam-power loom.221 Thus, the

iron-gear loom remained in use in Gaoyang from its first introduction in 1903 until the

early 1960s.122 In tea production too, the flexible combination of low-cost handicraft tea

218 Fortune, A Residence among the Chinese, 42.
219 Forrest, 125

220 Fortune, A Residence among the Chinese, 198.

221 Linda Grove, A Chinese Economic Revolution: Rural Entrepreneurship in the Twentieth Century
(Lanham, MD : Rowman & Littlefield, 2006), 7, 20-22

222 Ibid., 22.
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workers with simple "hand technology" continued well into the mid-twentieth century.223

As a Chinese tea historian points out, according to their needs and local circumstances in

the period after the founding of the People's Republic China, Chinese people living in

tea-producing districts invented a variety of animal-, man-, and water-powered tea-

processing tools and machines made up of wood and iron.224 Limited by postwar

material shortages in China during the 1940s and 50s, the Chinese took advantage of all

available resources right on the spot to create what they considered to be useful and

appropriate technology in the most economical, practical, and flexible way.225 Although

the question of how successful these adapted tea machines were is debatable and would

require further research which is beyond the scope of this thesis, the inventions of these

hand-power technologies demonstrated the fusion of traditional Chinese handicraft

processing technique and modern engineering, and the Chinese creativity and flexibility

in developing appropriate technology that could maximize the utility of the abundant

human resources available at that time.

The persistence of handicraft method and labour power, and the absence of

mechanization in production, should not be considered as technological stagnation or

backwardness in China because labour power and skill remained indispensable to many

industries in China as in Europe after the Industrial Revolution. The nineteenth-century

223 According to Dan M. Etherington and Keith Forster, virtually all tea processing in China was still done
by hand in 1968. It is estimated that 70% of tea factory in China in the I 990s were mechanized. All
those mechanical equipments were developed in China, particularly for processing green tea. Some of
the black tea machines were adapted version of equipment used in other countries, modified for Chinese
leaves and conditions, while some sophisticated machines such as tea-bag packing machines were
imported. (Dan M. Etherington and Keith Forster, Green Gold: The Political Economy oj China 's Post
1949 Tea Industry (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1993),150).

224 Chen Chuan Ill~, Chaye tongshi~J;JlI~(A general history of tea) (Beijing: Nongye chubanshe,

1984),507-508.
225 Ibid., 507, 508.
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chemist and advocate of machinery Andrew Ure dreamt about an automatic factory in

which "skilled labour gets progressively superseded, and will eventually be replaced by

mere overlookers (or babysitter) of machines.,,226 However, in reality, his dream never

materialized. As Samuel argues, "the industrial revolution, so far from abridging human

labour, created a whole new world of labour-intensive jobs.,,227 He further argues that

"labour power was much more important than capital equipment in making Britain, at

mid-century, 'the workshop of the world. ",228 With the exception of cotton trade in

Lancashire, handicraft labour played a much more important role than steam-power

machinery in many industries in Britain down to at least l870s.229 Industries such as

glass-cutting, newspaper-printing, metalwork, engineering, ammunition, food-processing

(especially jam and cheese), woodwork, leather, building, pot-making, and shoe-making

in mid-Victorian Britain, were highly labour-intensive and heavily dependent on

handicraft skill.23o For instance, clay was still trodden with bare feet, instead of

machines, in pot-making industry in Sheffield at least until 1914.231 Should we see the

continuous utilization of human labour and predominance of skill in mid-Victorian

British industries as a sign of technological stagnation or regression? If not, we should

definitely look at the persistence of handicraft skill in Chinese manufacturing industries

through a different lens. As Banister wrote in 1933,

Until long after the "industrial revolution," until mechanical processes in the
weaving of cotton had attained considerable refinement, the product of Chinese
craftsmanship was better than that of the looms of Manchester, and "Nankeens"

226 Andrew Ure, The Philosophy ofManufacture, (1835) (New York: A.M. Kelly, 1967),20.
227 Samuel, 8.

228 Ibid., 16.

229 Ibid., 19,44.

230 Ibid., 19-20, 24-25, 36-38, 59-60.
231 Ibid., 20.
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were a very fashionable fabric even in England. Machine-made piece goods
could compete in China neither in price nor quality.232

His admiration for the high-standard Chinese craftsmanship was utterly contradictory to

Fortune's and other nineteenth-century Eurocentric negative depiction of a

technologically stagnated China where low-paid workers produced shoddy goods with

static techniques.233 The absence of steam-power machinery in tea production did not

imply there was no technological improvement in the tea industry. The following chapter

will provide a general overview of China's technological position in the world during the

early modem period, and then zoom in on tea-processing as a specific example to show

how the Chinese tea industry went through remarkable technological progress without

mechanization during the Ming-Qing period.

232 Banister, 6.

233 Maxine Berg also discusses this ambivalent European attitude toward Asia in the eighteenth century.
See Berg, "In Pursuit of Luxury," 123.
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CHAPTER 5: TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS WITHOUT
MACHINERY

China's Technological Position in the Early Modem World ca. 1500-1750

China remained technologically ahead of Europe in several areas, such as the

production of silk and porcelain, textile weaving and dying, and use of energy for

cooking and heating, until the Industrial Revolution, and even later in terms of tea

production technique. As the intellectual historian of China Benjamin Elman points out,

arguably, by 1600 Europe was ahead of Asia in producing basic machines such as
clocks, screws, levers, and pulleys that would be applied increasingly to the
mechanization of agriculture and industrial production. In the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, however, Europeans still sought the technological secrets for
silk production, textile weaving, porcelain making, and large scale tea production
from the Chinese.234

The economic historian Maxine Berg states that the heat control technology of the

Chinese kiln in the mass production of porcelain was surpassed by European techniques

only in the nineteenth century?35 The Chinese multi-chamber "dragon kilns" stretched

up hillsides as much as sixty meters and could fire more than fifty thousand pieces of

porcelain simultaneously with a temperature of 600 degree Celsius continuously for

several days.236 Europeans admired Chinese artisans for their ingenuity in technology,

scale of production, and level of workmanship, and Europeans tried to steal the

techniques of porcelain and tea production that made China wealthy at the expense of

234 Benjamin A. Elman, On Their Own Terms: Science in China 1500-1900 (Cambridge (Mass.): Harvard
University Press, 2005), xxxi.

235 Berg, "In Pursuit of Luxury," 116.
236 Ibid., 116.
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Europe in the eighteenth century.237 Europe enjoyed no absolute technological

superiority over China even at the end of the eighteenth century. As the English botanist

and naturalist Joseph Banks (1743-1820) wrote to Lord Macartney in 1792,

The great inventions which actually serve as the basis of our present stage of
civilization were all known to the Chinese long before they were reinvented or
stolen from them by us-printing, ~aper-making, gunpowder, and the art of
purifying the most refractory metals.23

Europeans were keen on learning from the Chinese. The specimens of various materials

of porcelain were sent from China to France by the French Jesuit missionary Pere

Francois Xavier Dentrecolles (1664-1741), who wrote the first detailed account of

Chinese porcelain production, enabled Europeans to imitate Chinese porcelain in the

eighteenth century.239 The imitation of Chinese craftsmanship, for instance, in the design

and manufacturing of Chinese porcelains and lacquer wares, became "a stated national

goal" in eighteenth-century Britain and continental Europe.24o By the mid-eighteenth

century, the English had started to imitate the designs of Chinese porcelain in their

factories at Bow and Chelsea through close observation on porcelain imported from

China.241 The technical superiority of the Chinese porcelain manufacturing industry

remained unchallenged till 1709 when true hard-paste porcelains were eventually

manufactured in Saxony by using local kaolin242 mixed with calcined alabaster.243 In

237 Ibid., 125; Drayton, 93.

238 Joseph Banks to Macartney, 220d January 1792, Yale: Sterling Reel 6, quoted in Richard Drayton,
Nature's Government: Science, Imperial Britain, and the 'Improvement' of the World (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2000), 92, 93.

239 Davis, vol. 2, 238

240 Berg, "In Pursuit of Luxury," 131

241 Anonymous, The Chinese Traveller, vol. 2, 199,200.

242 Gaoling or kaolin ~~ ("High Hill") is a kind of clay material found in Jingdezhen and used for

making porcelain.
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spite of this seemingly successful European "imitation" of Chinese craftsmanship, the

identification of the various chemical substances and the true nature of the original

materials used in manufacturing porcelain in China remained elusive to Westemers?44

During the early modem period, China was also more advanced than Europe in

terms of agricultural technology, biochemical knowledge, and food processing.245

Historian of Chinese technology Christine Daniels names six representative Chinese

agro-industries which were the most advanced in the pre-modem world: oil, paper, sugar,

indigo, lacquer, and tea.246 China made a tremendous contribution to the world by

diffusing its agricultural technology globally. For instance, the Chinese agricultural and

manufacturing techniques for sugar production were transferred to the Philippines in the

late sixteenth century, to Java, Siam, Taiwan and Vietnam in the seventeenth century, and

to Hawaii and the Malay Peninsula in the nineteenth century, through Chinese emigration

and indentured Chinese workers?47 The English abolitionists admired these Chinese

workers since they demonstrated the superiority of their skills, knowledge, and

equipments in manufacturing and cultivating sugar, over the West Indian slaves.248 This

was used as evidence for the effectiveness of free labour to argue for the abolition of

slave labour in the British parliament in the 1790s?49 Besides sugar, Chinese tea

technology was also transferred to India, Ceylon, Java, and South Africa in the nineteenth

243 Rose Kerr, Nigel Wood, Tsai Mei-Fen, and Zhang Fukang, Science and Civilization in China, vol.5,
Chemistry and Chemical Technology, Part XII, Ceramic Technology, ed. Rose Kerr (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2004), 710.

244 Davis, 238; Kerr, Wood, Tsai, and Zhang, 711.

245 Elman, On Their Own Terms, xxxi; Huang, 5.

246 Daniels, Menzies, and Needham, 5, 6.
247 Ibid., 44.

248 Ibid., 44.

249 Ibid., 44.
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century.250 The transformation of plant materials into useful commodities and the global

diffusion of Chinese biochemical knowledge and agricultural technology are evidence of

China's advanced technological position and contribution to world. Furthermore, the

inventions of rice wine, vinegar, soy sauce, soybean milk, doufu EJI (bean curd),

noodles, and many other fermented and preserved food products also demonstrate the

high level of pre-modern Chinese biochemical knowledge in fermentations and food

science.25J These Chinese food products played a crucial role in improving the methods

of food preparation and human diet in the world, by providing a greater variety of foods

with high nutrients essential for growth and maintenance of health, and injecting

delightful flavor and spice into our meals.252 The following section will continue to

demonstrate China's technological superiority over Europe by looking specifically at the

Chinese tea processing techniques and fermentation knowledge.

Chinese Tea Knowledge and Processing Techniques

Europeans were unable to master China's tea-processing techniques and

fermentation knowledge until the mid-nineteenth century due to China's advanced

agricultural technology and biochemical knowledge, and the difficulty of having direct

access to tea production in China prior to the Opium War in 1842. The Chinese tea-

processing and cultivation techniques, and the question regarding the difference between

black tea and green tea, "have always been objects of peculiar interests" for Europeans.253

As the tea inspector of the EIC Samuel Ball wrote in 1848, "at all events they

(Europeans) will meet with a rational answer to a question frequently discussed at the

250 Ibid., 478. The transfer of tea technology from China to India will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.
25\ Huang, 14.

252 Ibid., 14.

253 Ball, 197.
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table, namely, 'in what consists the difference between black and green tea?' ,,254

Nevertheless, Europeans did not know that both black tea and green tea came from the

same plant until the mid-nineteenth century.255 As Ball wrote, "the question whether

there be a specific difference or not between the black and green tea, connected with

foreign consumption, seems to me still to remain an open question.,,256 Ball described the

complicated process of stir-firing of tea (chaocha ~y~):

The leaves were then sprinkled round the sides and less heated ports of the vessel,
occasionally collected together, and stirred about with the hands. This was
repeated until the leaves became well twisted and the color black, the fire being
still further diminished as the leaves dried. They were then winnowed and packed
as before.257

Although Chinese tea-processing methods had been recorded in detail in Chinese tea

books (chashu ~.) in late imperial China and had even been seen by some Europeans

with their own eyes, Europeans were unable to put this knowledge into practice since

mastering handicraft tea-processing technique required a high level of ingenuity and

dexterity which can only be acquired slowly through trial and error. As Ball admitted, "it

has been my aim to describe every part of this curious, and to us novel, art, that it maybe

rendered useful and acceptable to the experimentalist and cultivator. ..At the same time it

must be obvious that this art is not to be learned from description and that our only

254 Ibid., vii, viii.

255 Jayeeta Sharma, "British Science, Chinese Skills and Assam Tea: Making Empire's Garden," The
Indian Economic and Social History Review, 43.4 (2006): 441; Fortune, Three Years Wandering, 199
200.

256 Ball, 317.

257 Ibid., 142.
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teachers are the Chinese.,,258 The technical difficulty in controlling heat during the firing

of tea was particularly challenging from the European point of view:

From the excessive thinness of the vessel.. .and the means employed to heat it,
there is a real difficulty in maintaining any fixed or equable degree of heat. . .it is
in the dexterous management of the roaster displayed... with respect to the amount
of heat re~uired, some vague and general idea maybe given, but nothing fixed or
positive.25

Ball explained that even the most advanced technology still could not replace the tacit

knowledge and technique of the Chinese handicraft tea worker in his time:

Science may suggest much in reference to the maintenance of a fixed and equable
temperature, with easy mode of raising or lowering it at pleasure, but the control
of it may ever remain dependent on the skill of the operator, unless indeed new
methods be discovered ...There are many experiments which in due season maybe
tried in the manufacture of tea by which similar results may be obtained by less
elaborate means, but the time is not yet arrived.26o

As discussed in the previous chapter, some of the key production processes in many mid-

Victorian British industries still depended heavily upon handicraft skill, and steam-power

technology made very little impression, and in many cases, only played a secondary role

in the preparatory process of manufacture.261 For instance, in the glass-cutting industry,

the delicate process of grinding, smoothing, and polishing relied on the traditional skill of

the craftsmen.262 In tea production too, the traditional Chinese handicraft technique

remained indispensable and Europeans had to rely on the Chinese until the development

of a superior method that could replace human skill with machine: "Let it be the object of

every cultivator and experimentalist to well introduce and disseminate the Chinese

258 Ibid., 140-14l.
259 Ibid., 250, 259.
260 Ibid., 250.
261 Samuel, 19.

262 Ibid., 19.
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methods before such experiments be made. These remarks, however, do not apply to

simple abridgement of labour by mechanical means. ,,263

Secret Knowledge of Tea Production in China Prior to the Opium War

Europeans' lack of knowledge about tea production was due to the difficulty of

having direct access to Chinese tea plant and processing technique in the interior tea

districts prior to the Opium War.264 As Fortune complained in 1847,

The jealousy of the Chinese government, in former times, prevented foreigners
from visiting any of the districts where tea is cultivated, and the information
derived from the Chinese merchants, even scanty as it was, was not to be
depended upon. And thence we find our English authors contradicting each other,
some asserting that the black and green teas are produced by the same variety, and
that the difference in colour is the result of a different mode of preparation, while
other say that the black teas are produced from the plant called by botanist Thea
Bohea, and the green from Thea Viridis. 265

Before China's defeat in the Opium War, the restrictive "Canton system" limited all

European traders to trade through Canton, and limited their residence there to the trading

season that began from October to March each year. 266 This policy limited European

knowledge about other parts of the Qing empire, particularly the tea-producing regions.

The following section will demonstrate how the Chinese tea industry experienced

remarkable technological breakthrough without mechanization during the Ming-Qing

period.

No Stagnation-Technological Transformation in Late Imperial China-the Case ofTea

263 Ball, 250.

264 Ibid., 313; W.e. Bentinck, Minute by the Governor-General, British Parliamentary Papers, 1839 (63),
Vol. XXXIX, Papers Relating to Measure for Introducing Cultivation of Tea Plant in British Possessions
in India; Extract India Revenue Consultation, I t h May 1834, from the Members of the Tea Committee
to e. Macsween, Esq., Secretary to Government, Revenue Department, 16, British Parliamentary
Papers, 1839 (63), Vol. XXXIX, Papers Relating to Measure for Introducing Cultivation of Tea Plant in
British Possessions in India.

265 Fortune, Three Years Wanderings, 198.

266 Morse, The Chronicles of East Indian Company Trading to China 1635-1834, vol. I (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1926-27),297; Spence, 121; Naquin and Rawski, 102.
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It is arguable that although Europe was more mechanized than China by 1600,

China's agricultural technology, especially biochemical knowledge in fermentation and

preservation of food products, remained superior to Europe until the mid-nineteenth

century.267 If this is the case, then Chinese agricultural and food-processing technologies

certainly deserve more attention than they have received. Furthermore, we should think

more broadly about what technology and progress were in global history. We should

expand our conventional narrow understanding of "technology," and use technology as a

flexible and inclusive concept that consists of tools, machines, knowledge, manual skill,

industrial art, and the process of making and using things. Machine and tools were not

the only indices of technological changes. Economic historian Joel Mokyr provides a

broad definition of technological progress by referring it to "any change in the

application of information to the production process in such a way as to increase

efficiency, resulting either in the production of a given output with fewer resources (i.e.

lower costs), or the production of better or new products.,,268 Increasing application of

knowledge to production, higher efficiency in terms of costs and resources, and

production of better and greater variety of products are definitely evidence of

technological improvement. In this section, we will see how the Chinese tea industry

during the Ming-Qing period experienced the form of technological progress that Mokyr

refers to.

The colour and fragrance of green tea improved as a result of the technological

advancement in tea-processing and preserving skills, with the proliferation and diffusion

of tea books that increased the application of knowledge to tea production in Ming-Qing

267 Elman, On Their Own Terms, xxxi; Huang, 14; Daniels, Menzies, and Needham, 5.

268Mokyr, The Lever of Riches, 6.
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China. Chinese tea historians so far have discovered eighty different types of specialized

tea books published during the Ming-Qing period.269 The proliferation of tea books,

which provided detailed discussion on the control of fire, the amount of tea most suitable

for each firing, and the method of processing tea leaves and preventing them from

absorbing moisture, are evidence of significant technological progress in the Chinese tea

industry.27o A number of tea books which dealt specifically with tea processing and

storing technology were published in China during the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries: Chalu ~. (tea records) (1595) by Zhang Yuan ~5J:, Chashu ~m (tea

commentary) (1597) by Xu Ciyu ~Jxff, Chajie ~M (tea explanation) (1609) by Luo

Lin••, Chajian ~3i(tea notes) (1630) by Wen Long IIIUI.271 In Chashu, Xu Ciyu

provided detailed instruction about the use of fire in drying tea:

When fresh tea leaves are picked, their fragrance is not yet developed [thus] it is
necessary to use the power of fire to make them release their fragrance. However,
the nature of tea cannot bear [excessive] labour, and firing should not be long. If
too much tea is put into the utensil for firing, the power of hands is then uneven.
If tea stays in the utensil for too long during firing and over-fired, fragrance will
then disperse .. ..A tea-firing vessel can only take four taels of tea. One should

first use wenhuoY:.:k (gentle or slow fire) to bake (bei~) it, and then use strong

fire (wuhuoJf.t:k) to stir-fire and turn it quickly until it is half-cooked?72

Xu also provided suggestions for choosing appropriate utensils and woods for stir-frying

tea (chaocha *.:P~):

269 Zheng Peikai IU~WJI. and Zhu Zizhen *§~, Zhongguo lidai chashu huibian ~flelf~~.Dlji the

collection of tea books in the past dynasties, volume 2 (Hong Kong: Commercial Press, 2007), xxviii
xxxi. This is by far the most comprehensive and up-to-date collection of Chinese tea books, with 114
types of tea books collected from the Tang to the Qing dynasty.

270 Li, Jiangnan de zaoqi gongyehua, 115.

271 Huang, 516, Zheng and Zhu, voU, 251-255, 236-243, 267-277, 340-347,449-451

272 Zheng and Zhu, voU, 270. For an English translation of this passage, see Huang, 531.
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For tea stir-frying utensils, the worst kind is the newly casted iron vessel. Once
the gamy smell of iron gets into the tea, fragrance [of tea] can never be restored.
Greasy vessel is even worse than newly casted iron vessel. [One] should choose a
vessel specifically for firing tea only, and it should not be used for other purposes.
As for firewood, [one] should only use tree logs and should not use branches and
leaves because the fire from branches is strong and the fire from leaves burns and
extinguishes quickly.273

In Chajian (1630), Wen Long also discussed the technique of tea-picking and stir-firing

in detail:

In tea-picking, one should remove stems and old leaves and choose young leaves
only ....During firing, there should be a person standing besides with a fan in
order to dispel the heat, otherwise tea leaves will turn yellow and their fragrance
will all be reduced. Based on my own experiment, the product that has been
fanned is green like a jade, that had not been fanned is yellow. After stir-frying,
tea leaves should be placed in a large porcelain plate and be fanned quickly so as
to reduce the heat of the leaves for hand-rolling. Then, leaves should be spread

on the tea-firing vessel and stir-fried with wenhuo XX(gentle fire) and then

further dried in an oven (rubei AJ1f).274

The replacement of steaming of tea with firing In Ming China was a significant

technological change that stimulated the expansion of tea production because firing was

more direct, convenient, and time and cost-effective than steaming.275 In addition, firing

tea with high temperature directly in the pan improved the taste, colour, and fragrance of

green tea remarkably.276

The tea preservation techniques in the Yangzi Delta also made notable progress

during the late Ming period. For instance, filling those porcelain tea jars with charcoal,

limestone, and bamboo leaves could help absorb moisture from the tea leaves and

273 Zheng and Zhu, vol. 1, 270.

274 Ibid., 449.

275 Li, 114. The process of steaming tea requires tea leaves to be washed until scrupulously clean. Then
they are placed in the steamer over vigorously boiling water. This processing method takes longer and
uses more energy than directly firing tea leaves on a thin pan (Huang, 524).

276 Wu, Chajing shuping, 86.
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preserve their color, fragrance, and taste for a much longer period.277 Luo Lin illustrated

the technique for tea preservation in his Chajie in 1609:

It is best to store tea under dry and cool condition [because] moisture would lead
to a change of taste and colour of tea, and heat would make tea turn bitter and

yellow ... .It is suitable for tea to be store in big jars (daweng j;JI) in tall

buildings (gaolou ~.). The mouth of jars should be covered with green broad

bamboo leaves (qingruo ~~). Jars should be covered but not blocked (yifu

buyiyi 1rm:1'1r1!P). When jars are covered, no air can get in. During fine and

dry weather, tea should be kept separately in small jars. Vessels for storing tea
should be used for storing tea only, and should not be used for any other purposes.
Small jars should not be filled with too many green broad-bamboo leaves because
the fragrance of tea can be seized by the strong flavour of bamboo leaves.278

Wen Long in Chajian (1630) also discussed how Ming tea connoisseurs stored tea in a

way almost exactly the same way as Luo Lin's tea preservation method:

Tea should be stored in a cool and dry environment. If it is damp the tea will lose
both flavour and fragrance. If it is hot the tea will turn yellow and become
bitter... Our current practise is to keep tea in large urns at the upper storage of the
building. The mouths should be covered with bamboo leaves. They must not be
left open. The cover will protect the leaves from bad vapour [in the air]. On a
sunny and dry day, distribute the tea into smaller containers.279

This method was particularly suitable for preserving expensive tea such as the Longjing

~# ("dragon well") tea from the West Lake and Biluochun ~tI~ ("blue snail spring")

from the Dongting Lake.28o

The great improvement in tea-processing and preserving techniques during the

Ming-Qing period laid the "technological foundation" for the subsequent expansion of

277 Li, 115, 116.

278 Zheng and Chu, Vol. 1, 344.

279 Quoted in Huang, Science and Civilization in China, vol.6 Biology and Biological Technology Part V:
Fermentations and Food Science, 534.

280 Li, 115, 116.
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the Chinese tea industry in the later period. 281 The type of tea that was produced in China

had proliferated from green tea, to many new types of products ranging from yellow tea

huangcha :J::~,282 n~ hongcha (literally "red tea" but translated as "black tea" in

English), white tea,283 ,~ft wuLong tea ("dark dragon"), to different types of flower

scented teas, each with different characteristics during the Ming_Qing.284 The

proliferation of tea products during the Ming-Qing period depended on the high level of

Chinese biochemical technology in controlling the timing of fermentation (or oxidization)

and firing, which was discovered and acquired through practical experience in tea

processing. 285 The color, flavour, and fragrance of green tea, yellow tea, wuLong tea, and

black tea are all different because of the fermentation process. Green tea is unfermented,

yellow tea is lightly fermented, wuLong tea is semi-fermented, and black tea is fully

fermented. By rolling and breaking the tea leaf cells, the juice and enzymes sealed within

them were liberated and exposed to the air, thus allowing fermentation to take place,z86

The fermentation is a crucial step in processing black tea, because during the process of

fermentation, oxygen is absorbed and a certain amount of heat is developed, thereby

281 Li, 115,116.

282 huangchajf?'(i; yellow tea is lightly fermented tea (between 10-25% oxidized) (Wang and Zhou, Chayi

baike, 13, 15).

283 baicha 8?'(i; white tea White tea is processed in the most natural way possible. It is just picked and sun

dried. White teas have almost no caffeine and are reputed to contain more antioxidants than any other
tea. The Journal of Chinese Medicine
http://www.jcm.co.uk/catalogue.php?catID=272&opener=O-197-267-272

284 Chen Zongmao Ill~a!, Zhongguo chaye dacidian~rt?'(i;.*M!fI! (The great dictionary of Chinese

tea) (Beijing: zhongguo qinggongye chubanshe, 2000), 364. Green tea is unfermented, Wulong tea is
partly fermented and black tea is fully fermented. Wulong, green, and black tea became the triumvirate
of maritime commerce (Huang, 536, 541).

285 Wu, 89. Tea production in late imperial China went through five basic steps: picking, withering,
rolling, oxidization, and firing (Daniels, 28).

286 William Ukers, All About Tea, vo!.1 (New York: The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal Company, 1935),
284.
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leaves turn from green to a copper-red and release an aroma.287 Then, tea will be fired so

as to stop fermentation process by destroying the enzymes and any microorganism by

heating and removing moisture from the leaves?88 The red and fermented tea leaves will

turn into black colour when it is fired, thus the leaves give a dark infusion when brewed

in hot water.289

The fermentation technique of black tea (hongcha n~) was developed in Fujian

m1l during the mid-Qing period (in the eighteenth century) when there was a change of

taste and growing European market demand for it.29o Interestingly, as the Chinese tea

historian Wu Juenong mentioned, no information on hongcha was recorded in the Fujian

gazetteers, although Fujian was considered to be the birthplace of black tea.291 The tea

merchants from Guangdong were instrumental in promoting the development of black tea

as they brought substantial amount of capital, processing knowledge, tea workers, and

information about the tastes and demand of foreign tea buyers to the principal tea

producing regions in Jiangxi )I iffi, Hunan m:li¥.f, Anhui ~., and Fujian.292 Jiangxi

province shifted from the production of green tea to black tea in the nineteenth century.

287 Ibid., 284.

288 Ibid., 290-291.
289 Ibid., 290-291.

290 Zhuang Wanfang jjf~*, Xin zhongguo nongye congshu zhongguo de chaye

iJf l:P ljJ•••• l:P SHt'iJ *Ji{ (The tea industry in the collections of agricultural works in new China)

(Shanghai: yongxiang yinshuguan, 1953),6; Wu, 90.
291 Wu, 90; Huang, 541-543. Wu discovers that hongcha was mentioned in Hunan and Jiangxi county

gazetteers: <Slliltfiit> (1872), <~ft,ltfiit>(l871), <~IliJMit>(1866), and <••ltfiit>(l871) (Wu,

90). Also see, Huang, 541-542.

292 Huang, 542-544; Wang ZhenhengIem and Wang Guangzhi IJl~, Zhongguo mingcha zhi

l:P[I~*it (The gazetteer of famous Chinese tea) (Beijing: Zhongguo nongye chubanshe, 2000), 597.
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As Fortune said in the mid-nineteenth century, "at the present time the Ning-chow

districts (probably Ningdu zhou $~#l) produced black tea only, while in former days

they produced only green tea." 293 This change in tea production shows that the Chinese

farmers and merchants were flexible enough to adapt to changing foreign tastes and

satisfy consumer demand so as to make profits.

This section has illustrated that the Chinese tea industry was not stagnant since it

experienced notable technological progress in terms of processing and preserving

techniques and developing a variety of new and higher quality products during the Ming-

Qing period. As for production capacity, the Chinese traditional handicraft lea industry

was successful in satisfying the growing world demand up until the 1880s even without

mechanization.294 The next chapter will show how Europeans were able to catch up with

China and eventually overtook it in tea production as a result of the global diffusion of

Chinese tea production knowledge and tea seedling on the one hand, and European

technological and scientific progress and colonial expansion in the nineteenth century on

the other.

293 Fortune, A Residence, 393-394.
294 Gardella, 117.
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CHAPTER 6: "THE RISE OF THE WEST" HOW DID
LATECOMERS CATCH UP WITH CHINA IN TEA
PRODUCTION

1842-A Year of Significance for Global Exchange of Tea and Deepening European
Botanical Knowledge

China's defeat in the Opium War and the signing of the Treaty of Nanjing led to

the abolition of the "Canton system," and the "opening up" of China for Western

scientific field research and economic botany.295 The opening of the five treaty ports in

1842 was significant from the perspective of the global diffusion of tea plants and

processing techniques since Europeans could no longer be prevented from travelling to

the tea-producing districts to study tea plants and processing technique.296 This European

scientific penetration into China for botanical knowledge and species provided the

platform for the transfer of Chinese tea plants and tea technology to the British colonies

in India and Ceylon, which ultimately contributed to the declining Sino-British tea trade

in the 1890s. The South Asian historian David Gilmartin discusses how the global

application of science to the productive control of nature was tied to the expansion of

colonialism and commercial agriculture, and constituted "imperial science.,,297 The

British were confident that they could use science to cultivate and process tea much better

than the Chinese in their colonies: "We scarcely doubt that, when the skill and science of

295 Economic botany refers to the search of plant products of economic value for the empire such as cacao,
coffee, tea, pepper, and silk (Berg, "In Pursuit of Luxury," here 132-135; Fan, 62-63).

296 Lucile Brockway, Science and Colonial Expansion: The Role of the British Royal Botanic Gardens
(New York: Academic Press, 1979), 27.

297 David Gilmartin, "Scientific Empire and Imperial Science: Colonialism and Irrigation Technology in
Indus Basin," Journal ofAsian Studies, vol. 53, no. 4 (1994): J127.
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the Europeans aided by thermometers &c, shall once be applied to the cultivation and

preparation of tea in favourable situation, the Chinese tea will soon be excelled in quality

and flavour. ,,298 Between 1848 and 1851, a "botanical spy" Robert Fortune was sent by

the British East India Company (EIC) to China to smuggle tea seeds, tea seedlings, tea

processing equipments, and "some first-rate black-tea makers for the experimental tea

farms in India." 299 Fortune disguised himself in a Chinese robe with a fake queue, spoke

some Chinese, and travelled to different parts of the tea districts in the Guangdong,

Fujian, and Zhejiang provinces, which were rarely explored and little known by European

travellers before the Opium War.300 He was extremely surprised to discover that both the

black tea and green tea actually came from the same plant.30t As he exclaimed, "Thea

Bohea, from which we generally suppose the black teas are made... derives its specific

name from the Bohea hills (Wuyi shan Jit!J&:110 in this province (Fujian). Great to my

surprise to find all the plants on the tea hills near Foochow exactly the same as those in

the green tea districts of the North (in Zhejiang province mr5I~).,,302 Fortune gathered

his information about tea based on his on-site observation with the assistance of his

reliable Chinese helpers and native guides. Without Chinese cooperation, he could not

even tell the difference between ordinary and exceptional tea plants.303 Obtaining

298 Walker, Extract India Revenue Consultations, 1 February 1834, "Proposition to the Honorable the
Director of the East India Company to Cultivate Tea upon the Nepau1 Hills, and such Other Parts of the
Territories of the East India Company as Maybe Suitable to its Growth," 11.

299 Fortune, Preface, A Residence among the Chinese, V.
300 Fortune, Three Years Wanderings, 198; A Residence among the Chinese, 265; G. S. Boulger, 'Fortune,

Robert (1812-1880)," rev. Elizabeth Baigent, Oxford Dictionary ofNational Biography (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2004. http://www.oxforddnb.comlview/article/9953 ; Fan, 131.

301 Fortune, Three Years Wanderings, 199-200.

302 Ibid., 199-200.
303 Fan, 145.
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botanical knowledge about tea required cooperation with the Chinese because the native

Chinese controlled the supply of tea, and they knew best where they were cultivated and

how they were processed.304 For instance, in his selection of tea seeds, Fortune

mentioned how he was helped by a Chinese "priest" who "was an excellent judge of the

[tea] seed ... and was much respected by the natives themselves.,,30s There are numerous

accounts of how he was helped and treated kindly by the Chinese throughout his writings.

As he said, "the children in the different villages were found of the greatest use in

assisting me to form these collections, and the common copper coin of the country is well

adapted for such purposes.,,306 He was especially impressed by the friendliness of the

Chinese people in central and western Zhejiang province: "Everywhere I was treated with

the most marked politeness, and even kindness by the inhabitants. 'Stop a little, sit down,

drink tea,' was said to me by everyone whose door I passed. ,,307 This cooperation and

understanding between British naturalists and the native Chinese people, based on shared

hobbies and reciprocal respect and favours, demonstrated how both Europeans and

Chinese were willing to try to understand the culture of each other, and presented a

totally different picture of the power relation and cultural interaction between Western

and non-Western people in an non-colonial context in China during the nineteenth

century.308

The historian of natural science Fa-ti Fan points out that the study of European

scientific imperialism focuses primarily on the colonial context, yet neglects the non-

304 Ibid., 84.

305 Fortune, A Residence Among the Chinese, 143-144.

306 Ibid., 60. Fortune stated that "one hundred of this coin is only worth about four-pence half penny of
our money."

307 Ibid., 265.
308 Fan, 157.
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colonial context.309 In spite of a period of "internal troubles and foreign aggression"

(neiyou waihuan ~.9}-~) and the creation of an unequal treaty system that turned a

large part of coastal China into an "un-colonized extension of [European] Empire" since

1842, China never became a formal European colony.:Ho China's situation can be

described as an "informal empire," in Jurgen Osterhammel's words, "a historical

situation of some stability and permanence in which overt foreign rule is avoided while

economic advantages are secured by 'unequal' legal and institutional arrangements, and

also by the constant threat of political meddling and military coercion.,,31! This "informal

empire" was built upon three pillars in China: legal privileges for foreigners such as

extra-territoriality, imposition of free trade through extending treaty rights and opening

treaty ports, and use of instruments of intervention such as gunboats and the British

institutions Consular Services and the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs.3!2 The

"opening up" of China and the execution of European informal control in China opened

the door for the global diffusion of Chinese tea plants and processing knowledge.

Transferring Tea Seedlings and Seeds from China to India via Hong Kong-Scientific
Network

In addition to Chinese assistance, the successful transfer of tea seedlings and

seeds from China to India was dependent upon an extensive European scientific network

in China which was connected to a global colonial botanical empire in the nineteenth

century. The establishment of European diplomatic and missionary institutions, such as

309 Ibid., 62.

310 Fan, 62; Jurgen Osterhammel, "Britain and China, 1842- I 9 I 4," The Oxford History ofthe British
Empire, Vol. III. The Nineteenth Century, ed., Andrew Porter and Alaine Low (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1999),146.

311 Osterhammel, 148.

312 Ibid., 148-149.
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the British Consular Services,313 the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs (CIMC),314 and

Protestant missionary organizations in many parts of China, enabled Europeans to deepen

their knowledge about the natural world, by plOviding infrastructure and an extensive

scientific network for European naturalists to collaborate with each other in gathering,

classifying, analyzing, and diffusing botanical information and species.315 For instance,

the CIMC published a series of meticulous statistical and scientific research on key

Chinese export commodities such as tea and silk.316 These multivolume studies were

compiled and sent by customs officers from every treaty port to the headquarters. 3J7

Besides scientists and customs officers, European naturalists also comprised civil

servants, missionaries, and merchants who were working in China?18 Fortune illustrated

how he relied on this extensive web of European naturalists in China to ship tea seedlings

from China to India via the British colony Hong Kong:

The various collections I had made during the summer and autumn had been left,
from time to time as they were formed, in the charge of Chinese friends in various
parts of the country. Mr. Meadows, of the British Consulate in Ningpo

(Ningbo$~), and Mr. Wadman, a merchant there, had also taken charge of some

plants which I had planted for safety in their grounds. It was now of great
importance to get all these collections together as speedily as possible, and have

them conveyed to the port of Shanghae (Shanghai-.tmf), where they could be

313 The British Consular Service in China was an official diplomatic institution. British consulates could
be found in most of the treaty ports and they formed the largest consular network in the world (Fan, 63;
Osterhammel, 154-158).

314 The Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs (CIMC) was a department of the Chinese government
established in 1854 to manage the maritime customs at every treaty ports. The actual management of it
fell under the British hands from the beginning. Its officers from the inspector-general were mostly
British. Its institutional structure was more extensive than the consular service (Fan, 63, 73;
Osterhammel, 156-157).

315 Fan, 63.

3/6 Such as the Statistical Series (trade statistics, trade reports, and decennial reports), Special Series
(specialized study on a particular topic or commodity), Miscellaneous Series (explanation on
commodities). Fan, 88.

m Ibid., 88.

318 Ibid., 75, 76.
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packed in a proper manner and shipped to Hongkong , and from thence to
India. 319

The extensive network of naturalists in China that Fortune drew upon was directly

connected to a global institution of colonial botanic gardens and scientists throughout the

British empire in the nineteenth century. The following section will situate the global

diffusion of tea and tea knowledge within the broader context of the expansion of the

British empire and the deepening of British science.

Expansion ofEmpire and Deepening ofScientific Knowledge

The expansion of European empire and the deepening European scientific

knowledge went hand-in-hand, and mutually enhanced the development of each other.

Colonial expansion and overseas exploration, which continued from the fifteenth down to

the nineteenth century, had greatly expanded European knowledge about the natural

world, particularly in botany by the nineteenth century.320 European science, and in

particular the research on indigenous plants and their uses had always been part of

reconnaissance and conquest which shaped the development of imperial expansion?21 As

a whole, exploration, imperialism, science, and technology, all manifested the European

desire for wealth, control, and knowledge of the natural world.322 In 1897, the British

possessed the world's largest empire which comprised one fourth of the land surface of

the globe, approximately II million square miles.323 New colonies, all the way from the

Pacific to the Atlantic Oceans, not only became sources of exotic raw materials, but also

319 Fortune, A Residence Among the Chinese, 195.

320 Brockway, Science and Colonial Expansion, 83-84, 188.
321 Drayton, xv.

322 Robert A. Stafford, "Scientific Exploration and Empire," The Oxford History of the British Empire,
vol. III. The Nineteenth Century, eds. Andrew Porter and Alaine Low (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1999),294

323 Robert K. Massie, Introduction, Dreadnought Britain, Germany and the Coming of The Great War,
(New York: Random House, 1991), xx.
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provided laboratories for various kinds of scientific experiments and for pursumg

. b 324economIC otany.

The Kew Gardens or British Royal Botanic Gardens (BRBGs), an informal

network of about thirty British domestic and colonial botanic gardens, funded by the

British government, was the central imperial scientific institution of a global network of

scientists specializing in economic botany.325 The Kew Gardens was comprised of a

long chain of thirty-three botanical gardens radiating from London, and spreading

throughout the British empire, thereby enabling the British to gather and disseminate

useful botanical knowledge and valuable plants from different parts of the globe, and to

outstrip all other nations in their pursuit of economic botany.326 It signified the

convergence of the interests of British naturalists and colonial administers, and

demonstrated the connection between science and imperialism.327 The Kew Gardens

contributed to the institutionalization of botanical knowledge and global diffusion of

plants and botanic information by performing the following functions:

1. Displaying plants collected from all over the world and educating the public.
2. Classifying and collecting plants.
3. Establishing laboratories for botanical research and the study of physiology, cytology,
and genetics.
4. Publishing botanical books and periodical journal such as the Kew Bulletin.
5. Establishing libraries and herbariums for the purpose of storing and retrieving
information.
6. Providing training program for botany and sending botanists and gardeners to overseas
colonial gardens and Universities. 328

324 Berg, "In Pursuit of Luxury," 132-135; Fan, 62-63.
325 Brockway, Science and Colonial Expansion, 77-78; Brockway, "Science and Colonial Expansion: The

Role of the British Royal Botanic Gardens," American Ethnologist, vol. 6, no.3 (1979): 461, note.2.
326 Brockway, "Science and Colonial Expansion,"453; Sharma, "British Science, Chinese Skills and

Assam Tea," 430.
327 Drayton, xv.

328 Brockway, "Science and Colonial Expansion,"452-453.
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The establishment of this colonial scientific institution, together with European scientific

breakthrough in plant transfer apparatus, made it possible for the transfer of tea and many

other plants from China to other parts of the globe in the nineteenth century.

European Scientific Breakthrough in Transferring Plants

The Wardian case, invented by the British botanist Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward

(1791-1868) in 1830, played a significant role in breaking China's dominant position in

global tea production, by making it possible to diffuse living plants globally. 329 Ward

was a dedicated gardener who was frustrated by the air pollution in London. He could

not grow anything in his garden due to the severe air pollution in London. 33o In 1830, he

surprisingly discovered that some seedlings were sprouting in a bottle. This discovery

suggested that if protected with an almost air tight casing of glass, plants could be kept

alive indefinitely by the interacting effects of sunlight, soil, and their own

transpiration.331

The Kew Gardens was the first institution that fully utilized the Wardian cases for

the purpose of global transfer of economically useful plants.332 A large variety of plants

were shipped to British colonies from different parts of the world: Cinchona was

transferred from the Andes to India and Java, rubber from the Amazon to Malaya, banana

from China to Samoa, Fiji, and Tonga, and tea from China to India and Ceylon.333

Fortune mentioned how he took advantage of the Wardian case in smuggling tea seeds

and other plants out of China: "A large number of Ward's cases, having been ordered

329 Brockway, Science and Colonial Expansion, 86-87; Allen, 'Ward, Nathaniel Bagshaw (1791-1868)'.
330 D. E. Allen, "Ward, Nathaniel Bagshaw (1791-1868)," Oxford Dictionary of National Biography

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). http://www.oxforddnb.comlview/article/28701
331 Allen, "Ward, Nathaniel Bagshaw (1791-1868)."

332 Headrick, The Tentacles ofProgress. 212.

333 Brockway, Science and Colonial Expansion, 86-87, 189; Allen, "Ward, Nathaniel Bagshaw (1791
1868)."
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some time before, were now ready. These were now filled with earth, and all the plants,

carefully planted; at the same time large quantities of tea seed, ches[t]nuts, and other

things of that nature were sown in the soil and left to germinate on the voyage to

India.,,334 The shipping of plants had to be very careful since "living plants are not like

bales of merchandise; they are easily destroyed by the admission of salt water or salt air,

and are more likely to be damaged while undergoing transshipment than during long

voyage of the sea.,,335 In 1819, only one plant in a thousand had survived the voyage

from China to England.336 With the invention of the Wardian case, living tea seedlings

and many other economically useful plants could be transferred safely around the globe.

According to Fortune, "everything went according to my wishes; Hongkong was reached

in safety, the collections were sent on to Calcutta in four different ships,337 and a few

months afterwards I had the very great satisfaction to hear that the whole had arrived at

their destination in excellent conditions.,,338 He claimed that, "no fewer than 23,892 tea-

plants, upwards of 300 ches[t]nut-trees, and a large quantity of other things of great value

in India, now growing on the Himalayas.,,339

Transferring Chinese Tea Technology and the Development of Tea Industry in British
Colonies

The introduction of Chinese tea-processing techniques and equipments into

British colonies by transferring many contracted Chinese tea workers to India and Ceylon

eventually enabled Europeans to master the secret of tea processing and develop colonial

334 Fortune, A Residence Among the Chinese, 196.
335 Ibid., 196.

336 Davis, 308; Brockway, Science and Colonial Expansion, 86-87.

337 Fortune mentioned that he always took care to divide his collections into three or four parts and send
them by different ships so that if any thing happened to one portion, the others would reached their
destination safely (Fortune, A Residence Among the Chinese, 332).

338 Ibid., 196, 197.

339 Ibid., 196, 197.
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tea plantations after the mid-nineteenth century. The British had been trying to build up

an alternative source of tea supply in India as least since the 1780s.34o In 1788, the

British botanist Joseph Banks reported that tea was growing wildly in India, and

advocated the experiment in tea cultivation In Bihar and North Bengal through

introducing Chinese tea seeds into India?41 In 1792, Banks even instructed Lord

Macartney to steal the tea cultivating and processing techniques from China.342

However, the development of tea plantations in India was obstructed by the EIC which

was unwilling to lose its profitable tea monopoly with China?43 The end of the EIC's

monopoly on Sino-British trade in 1833 removed the major obstacle to the development

of experimental tea cultivation in India. 344 In 1834, the Indian Governor-General Lord

William Bentinck (1774-1839) appointed the Tea Committee to introduce Chinese tea

seeds, and tea-processing and cultivating techniques into India for large-scale tea

plantation experiment.345 As Lord Bentinck said,

My own idea is, that an intelligent agent should be selected, who should go down
to Penang and Singapore, and in conjunction with the authorities there, and the
most intelligent of Chinese agents, should concert measures for obtaining the
genuine plant, and the actual cultivators, who upon inspection of those spots, that
upon their representation of the requisite peculiarities of soil and climate, shall
have been selected as the most eligible, shall then be employed, under the promise
of a liberal remuneration, to carryon the cultivation?46

340 Feng, 33.

341 H.A. Antrobus, A History ofAssam Company (Edinburgh: T. and A. Constable Ltd, 1957), 12; Percival
Griffith, The British Impact on India, (1953) (London: Macdonald, 1965),434,435.

342 Drayton, 93.

343 Sharma, 433; Griffith, The British Impact on India, 434-435.

344 Griffith, The British Impact on India, 436-437.
345 Ibid., 436-437.

346 w.e. Bentinck, Minutes by the Governor-General, Calcutta, 24lh January, 1834, in British
Parliamentary Papers, 1839 (63), Vol. XXXIX, Papers Relating to Measure for Introducing Cultivation
of Tea Plant in British Possessions in India, 5-6.
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In 1834, the Tea Committee sent its secretary G. J. Gordon of the Calcutta agency house

Mackintosh & Co to China to bring Chinese tea plants, seeds, and cultivators to India:

In order, therefore, that there may be time for acquiring the desired information,
and for procuring plants and seeds, for engaging Chinese tea cultivators to carry
on the experiment, for bringing them to Bengal, and conducting them to their final
destination early enough to save the planting season, we would recommend that
Mr. Gordon should be directed to proceed to China as soon as possible. 347

Gordon talked about the great difficulty in persuading Chinese tea workers to leave China

for India in his letter:

Those whose employment is the manufacture of tea, are too well paid for their
labour to be desirous of bettering their fortune by emigration ....The difficulty is
enhanced in our case regarding men that have been born and brought up at a
distance from the sea, and to whom the idea of a long voyage to a barbarous land
is likely to be very terrific, independently of natural aversion to long separation
from friends and family.348

He said that the wages of the lowest class of labourers in the tea districts were paid 80 to

100 cash a day, or equal to sicca rupees 7 to 8.10 a month.349 This was higher than

Fortune's estimation of an average wage of 60 cash a day for a Chinese tea worker in

1857. Moreover, the British also faced competition for Chinese tea makers and tea seeds.

The Dutch were as eager as the British in attempting to develop tea plantation in their

colony in the Dutch East Indies by transferring Chinese tea makers and tea plants to Java

in the 1830s. As Gordon said, "from the Agent350 to the Dutch Company I learn that they

have got at Java between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 of plants, and that the Company is so

sanguine of success, that they are extending the plantation vigorously. Their annual

347 Ibid., 17.

348 G. J. Gordon, Extract Letter from Mr. Gordon to Dr. Wallich, Acting Secretary to the Tea Committee,
dated Macao, 24th July 1834, in British Parliamentary Papers, 1839 (63), Vol. XXXIX, Papers Relating
to Measure for Introducing Cultivation of Tea Plant in British Possessions in India, 30.

349 Ibid., 30.

350 The Dutch agent was probably J.I.L.L. Jacobson, who was the pioneer planter in Java and played a
crucial role in transferring Chinese tea seeds, plants, and workers to Java. See Antrobus, 14.
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supply of seeds is immense ... .',351 However, the Dutch faced a similar problem as the

British in getting professional tea makers. The Dutch agent told Gordon that "great pains

were in the first instance to procure persons skilled in the manufacturing process; but

while little difficulty was experienced in getting 500 or 600 to emigrate as cultivators,

they were only able to procure about a dozen professed tea curers.',352 Since transferring

Chinese tea makers to India was very difficult, Gordon suggested that they should try to

secure a small number of tea superintendents and cultivators to India, instead of a large

number of tea workers at the beginning:

We maybe forced to content ourselves with procuring superintendents and
cultivators for the present time. If at the end of two years, the superintendents see
a prospect of their earning for reward, they will be glad to return to China for the
purpose of engaging manufacturers of the best description; once fairly
established, we shall be better to judge what number of persons it maybe
necessary to procure to superintend the manipulation of the leaf. 353

The Tea Committee considered the introduction of Chinese tea knowledge into India as

extremely important to the successful development of tea plantations in India, and

emphasized that Gordon should do his best to transfer Chinese tea workers to India:

The acquisition of properly qualified persons to superintend the cultivation and
manufacture of tea, as of vital importance to the successful introduction of tea
culture within the British territories in India, and in fact, as forming the only
desideration now required to ensure so important a result, we cannot but feel a
most anxious wish that Mr. Gordon were himself on the spot to conclude such
agreements as may be requisite with that view, and to remove all such doubts an
apprehension as might lead to deter the persons alluded to from undertaking so
distant a voyage?54

351 Gordon, Extract Letter from Mr. Gordon to Dr. Wallich, Acting Secretary to the Tea Committee, dated
Macao, 24th July 1834,29,30.

352 Ibid., 30. Unfortunately, 300 for those Chinese cultivators were hacked to pieces during a massacre in
Java.

353 Ibid., 30.

354 From the Tea Committee to W.H. Macnaghten, Esq, Secretary to India; l81h September 1835, in British
Parliamentary Papers, 1839 (63), Vol. XXXIX, Papers Relating to Measure for Introducing Cultivation
of Tea Plant in British Possessions in India, 46, 47.
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The Tea Committee attempted to induce Chinese tea workers to go to India by promising

them free passages and food on board.355 It even went as far as to plead for monthly

subsistence allowance for them until they could earn full wages in their own support.356

On October 1, 1836, Chinese tea makers arrived in Suddeeah in India. 357 Two more

green tea makers and two tea box makers also arrived in India on February 1, 1838.358

These Chinese tea makers became important agents in the diffusion of Chinese tea

technology since they brought with them the Chinese tea-processing skills and equipment

which laid the foundation for the development of the modern tea industry in India and

Ceylon.

Scientific Methods of Cultivation and Mechanization of Tea Processing

Although the cultivation and production of tea in India and Ceylon were initially

based on the Chinese tea knowledge, techniques, implements, and seedlings, the British

scientists and entrepreneurs were able to modify and improve the Chinese traditional

method, with the application of science and machinery in the later part of the nineteenth

century. 359 According to the scientific officer to the Indian Tea Association c.R. Hader,

when tea cultivation was introduced first into Java, and India in 1835, Chinese
methods of preparation were employed. The industry developed steadily in
Assam and Northern Bengal, hand methods were gradually replaced by
machinery from 1870 onwards, and distinct modifications in the Chinese process
were introduced.36o

355 Antrobus, 374, 375.
356 Ibid., 374, 375.

357 From c.A. Bruce, Superintendent of Tea to Captain F. Jenkins, Agent to Governor-General Gowhatty,
1 October 1836, in British Parliamentary Papers, 1839 (63), Vol. XXXIX, Papers Relating to Measure
for Introducing Cultivation of Tea Plant in British Possessions in India, 87.

358 Antrobus, 374, 375.

359 Zhongguo nongye baike quanshu~ SlIIU~ sf-l.~ .(Chinese agricultural encyclopaedia), Chaye juan

~.~ (tea volume), eds.Wang Zenong ::E.5lA et al. (Beijing: Nongye chubanshe, 1988),33; H. A.

Harler, The Culture and Marketing of Tea, (Humphrey Milford: Oxford University Press, 1933), 73;
Zheng and, Zhongguo lidai chashu huibian, vol. 2, (Hong Kong: Commercial Press, 2007), 1114.

360 Harler, 73.
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The deepening, broadening, and diffusion of knowledge about tea, together with rapid

scientific advancement in Europe, enabled Britain to perfect traditional Chinese tea

cultivating techniques and processing knowledge, and to transform India and Ceylon into

dominant tea suppliers. The following section will demonstrate how the union of science

and application in Europe enabled Europeans to turn their increasing knowledge about

nature into useful technology which tremendously augmented their production capacity

and allowed them to outstrip the non-Western world in the nineteenth century.

Furthermore, it will look at the development of industrialization through the lens of

contemporary European and Chinese educated elites by studying how they perceived and

what they knew about science and technology.

Mokyr argues that "the attitudes of the educated and literate elite toward

technological change" could help explain the timing and location of Industrial

Revolution, and claims that "values and attitudes toward invention could and did differ

greatly across space and time." 361 Analyzing the Chinese and Western attitudes towards

the application of science and technology to production can help us better understand

what Margaret Jacob called "the formation of the industrial mentality,,362 in Europe as

well as in China. According to Jacob, industrial mentality, such as "a set of recognizable

values, experiences and knowledge possessed among key social actors," could "enhance

or impede individual perception and choice" of a particular form of technology or

production methods. 363

European View ofScience and Technology in the Nineteenth Century

361 Mokyr, The Lever of Riches, 243, 244.

362 Margaret Jacob, Scientific Culture and the Making of the Industrial World (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1997), 105.

363 Ibid., 105.
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Europeans were proud of their ability to transform their rapidly growing scientific

knowledge which was unprecedented in history, into useful technology: As Mill wrote

confidently in 1848,

Our knowledge of the properties and law of physical objects shows no sign of
approaching its ultimate boundaries: It is advancing more rapidly, and in a greater
number of directions at once, than in any previous age or generation,., This
increasing physical knowledge is now, too, more rapidly than at any former
period, converted by practical ingenuity, into physical power. The most
marvellous of modern inventions, one which realizes the imaginary feasts of the
magician, but metaphorically but literally.364

Mill used the invention of the telegraph as an example of how Europeans quickly took

advantage of scientific knowledge: "the electro-magnetic telegraph-sprang into

existence but a few years after the establishment of the scientific theory which it realizes

d l 'f' ,,365an exemp lies, ... He explained how artisan skills combining with practical

application of scientific knowledge could contribute to the proliferation and diffusion of

new inventions which saved labour and raised industrial productivity:

There is no difficulty in finding or forming, in a sufficient number of the working
hands of the community, the skill requisite for executing the most delicate process
of the application of science to practical uses. From this union of conditions, it is
impossible not to look forward to a vast multiplication and long succession of
contrivances for economizing labour and increasing its produce; and to an ever
wider diffusion of the use and benefit of these contrivances.366

Mill was sure of the economic benefits of increased scientific knowledge, but was less

clear about the economic repercussion of the diffusion of knowledge. As he claimed,

"the effects of the increased knowledge of a community in increasing its wealth, need

less illustration as they have become familiar to the most uneducated, from such

conspicuous instances as railway and steamship. A thing not yet so well understood and

364 Mill, 644-645.

365 Ibid., 644-645.

366 Ibid., 644-645.
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recognized, is the economical value of the general diffusion of intelligence among the

people.,,367

Mokyr answers Mill's question about the economic value and technological

repercussions of the expansion and diffusion of knowledge by arguing that knowledge is

the key to sustained technological progress since "what people knew affected what they

did.,,368 He traces the origins of the Industrial Revolution and the causes of sustained and

continuous modern economic growth to European intellectual developments that

contributed to the widening and deepening of "useful knowledge," which is knowledge

that enables human to manipulate nature for material gains, since the seventeenth

century.369 The emphasis on rationality that involved observation, understanding, and

manipulation of natural forces during the Scientific Revolution in the seventeenth century

and the Enlightenment in the eighteenth century greatly widened the European "epistemic

base," which is propositional knowledge ("knowledge of what") that comprised of

established natural law and principles about the natural world. 37o The Industrial

Revolution was accompanied by continuous progress in chemistry, mechanics, energy,

and material science which greatly expanded the propositional knowledge base of

European societies in the nineteenth century.37] It would be impossible for Europeans to

enjoy continuous technological progress in industrial production and economic growth

without the deepening and widening of this European knowledge base.372 As Mill wrote,

"the productiveness of the labour of a people is limited by their knowledge of the arts of

367 Ibid., 127.

368 Mokyr, The Gifts ofAthena, 35, 81.
369 Ibid., 2.

370 Ibid., 5.

371 Ibid., 81.

372 Ibid., 81.
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life, is self-evident; and that any progress in these arts, any improved application of the

objects or powers of nature to industrial uses, enable the same quantity and intensity of

labour to raise a greater produce.,,373

Suitable institutions "mattered first and foremost" in facilitating the exchange and

diffusion of knowledge, and the cooperation between those who possessed the "know-

what" and those who applied them.374 As the economic historian Peer Vries argues, "the

strength of Britain lay not so much in its powers of inventions as in its ability to come up

with practical inventions and specifically in applying and diffusing them.,,375 The

proliferation of scientific and philosophical societies, academies, coffee houses, public

lectures, libraries, encyclopaedias, and books in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

Europe fostered the diffusion of knowledge by bringing engineers, mechanics,

physicians, entrepreneurs, and artisans together, and enabling them to discuss and

cooperate with each other. 376 Mechanical learning, which formed the focus of public

discussions, demonstrations, and lectures in eighteenth-century England, drew local

magistrates, scientists, artisans, and entrepreneurs together, who were open-minded to the

latest technological options available to them.377 The Scottish chemist and industrialist

James Keir (1735-1820) revealed the changing European attitude toward knowledge in

1789: "The diffusion of a general knowledge, and of a taste for science, over all classes

of men, in every nation of Europe or of European origin, seems to be the characteristics

373 Mill, 126.

374 Mokyr, The Gifts ofAthena, 35, 286, 291.

375 Peer Vries, Via Peking Back to Manchester: Britain, the Industrial Revolution, and China (Leiden:
Research School CNWS, 2003),12.

376 Jacob, 107, 185; Mokyr, The Gifts ofAthena, 66-68.

377 Jacob, 107
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of the modern age.,,378 By the middle of the nineteenth century, there were 1,020

associations for technical and scientific studies in Britain, with approximately 200,000

members. 379

In addition to numerous scientific societies, scientific and technical textbooks in

vernacular languages, and public lectures and experiments all provided common

vocabularies and a practical and systemic scientific approach to problems that allowed

scholars, entrepreneurs, engineers, mechanics, and craftsmen to communicate with each

other and to link know-what and know-how more closely together.38o In the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, the language in scientific and technical writings shifted from

Latin to various vernacular languages.381 By 1750, textbooks on the application of

mechanical principles were accessible to artisans and engineers who could read English

and French.382 The common scientific vocabularies, knowledge, interest, and values

shared by British engineers and industrial entrepreneurs constituted the "scientific

culture" grounded in Newtonian science by 1700.383

The diffusing of knowledge and the strengthening of the link between

propositional knowledge and its application in industrial production provided the

springboard for technological development and industrialization.384 The teaching of

378 quoted in Mokyr, The Gifts ofAthena, 36.
379 Mokyr, The Gifts ofAthena, 66.

380 Ibid., 38, 39, 58; Jacob, 106-107. Mokyr claims that therefore making those writings accessible to
craftsmen.

381 Mokyr, The Gifts ofAthena, 58.

382 Elman, A Cultural History ofModern Science in China, 91.

383 Jacob, 106, 107, 115. Newtonian science created laws of mechanics that superseded Renaissance
mechanics, which had existed as a body of principles explaining the use of levers, wedges, and pulleys
through rules of practice. After the publication ofIssac Newton's (1642-1727), Principia Mathematica
in 1687, continental mathematics regularized and systematized mechanics, pneumatics, hydrostatics, and
hydrodynamics. (Elman, A Cultural History ofModern Science in China, 91).

384 Mokyr, The Gifts ofAthena, 282.
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basic mathematics, algebra, geometry, surveying, mechanics, and astronomy in British

public schools from the 1720s onward signified the institutionalization and popularization

of mechanical knowledge which could be exploited effectively and practically by

craftsmen.385 By the 1720s, artisans and mechanics had access to basic mathematics and

mechanical knowledge which allowed them to use calculus to quantify the motion of

fluids and solids, measure the weight and pressure of different substance, and to create

mechanical devices such as pumps, pulleys, levers, weights, and to utilize heat as a form

of motive force. 386 Entrepreneurs and engineers hired mechanics to link natural

philosophy with practical arts, science, and technology.387 The emphasis on rationality,

facts, and formulas dominated the mind of educators and elites in nineteenth-century

Britain. The public school teacher Thomas Gradgrind in Charles Dickens' Hard Times

represents the archetypal Victorian man of rationality, "man of realities. A man of facts

and calculations. A man who proceeds upon the principle that two and two are four and

nothing over.,,388 As Mr. Gradgrind emphasizes in class, "No, what I want is Facts.

Teach these boys and girls nothing but Facts. Facts alone are wanted in life. Plant

nothing else, and root out everything else. You can only form the minds of reasoning

animals upon Facts.,,389 The invention of machinery for industrial production in the

words of Marx, "necessitates the replacement of rule of thumb by the conscious

application of natural science," facts, and mathematical formulas. 39o

385 Elman, A Cultural History ofModern Science in China, 92; Jacob, 132.
386 Elman, A Cultural History ofModern Science in China, 92.
387 Ibid., 92.

388 Charles Dickens, Hard Times, ed. Graham Law (Peterborough (Ontario): Broadview Press, 2000),42.
389 Ibid., 42.

390 Marx, 508.
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How did Chinese intellectuals perceive the dynamic scientific and technological

changes in Europe, and relate science and machinery to the rise of India and Ceylon as

the dominant tea producers in the late nineteenth century? In order to analyze the

"industrial mentality" of Chinese intellectuals, we need to understand the Chinese

historical background in the nineteenth century.

Searchfor "Wealth and Strength"- Pursuit of Western Machinery and Technology

All Xiyang jiqi g§")$I!W (western machinery) can be manufactured for

cultivating, weaving, printing, and glazing. They have great benefits for the
people's livelihood. [Western machines] were not originally designed for
manufacturing firearms and military weapons. The wonderful thing about them is
that they use the power of water and fire (i.e. steam power) in order to save the
cost of human labor and materials. This depends on the dragging of the machine
and the mutual pressing and pushing of the cogwheels. All parts are moving
when one part is moving ....Your minister expects that several decades later, there
must be wealthy peasants and great merchants fabricating Western machinery in
order to seek their own interests?91

The above statement from Li Hongzhang~~~ (1823-1901), the powerful Chinese

official and leader of the Ziqiang yundong ~ 5Si~1IJ (Self-Strengthening Movement),

reveals the positive attitude toward Western machinery among the pro-Western officials

in late nineteenth-century China?92 As mentioned earlier in this chapter, shortly after its

defeat in the Opium War, the Qing government entered into a period of internal and

external political crisis from 1850 to 1873. Internally, the Taiping Rebellion (1850-1864)

that first broke out in Guangxi and later spread to central China and the Yangzi delta was

391 Li Hongzhang's Memorial, 1865, in Yangwu Yundong5$~illh (The Self-Strengthening Movement),

volA, ed. Zhongguo shixuehui (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 2000), 14.

392 Eminent Chinese of the Ching Period, voU, ed. Arthur Hummel (Washington: United States
Government Printing Office, 1943-1944), 464-471; Ting Yee Kuo and Kwang Ching Liu, "Self
Strengthening: the Pursuit of Western Technology," The Cambridge History of China, vol. I0, Late Qing,
1800-1911, Part I, ed., John K. Fairbank (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978),491-542.
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followed by the Nian Rebellion (1851-68) in the north of the Huai River and by Muslim

uprisings in the northwest and southeast.393 Externally, the Qing government had to deal

with foreign pressure resulting from the so-called Arrow incident394 at Canton in 1856

and the enforcement of the Treaty of Tianjin (1858), which ultimately contributed to the

humiliating Anglo-French allied occupation of Beijing and the destruction of the

Yuanmingyuan palace in 1860.395 It was in the context of these domestic troubles and

foreign incursions that the need for self-strengthening (ziqiang §~) by the means of

adopting Western technology became the priority for the Qing state.

Self-Strengthening Movement

The Self-Strengthening (or Yangwu 5l:$-"foreign affairs") Movement was a

government response to the unprecedented crises of the l860s, aimed at "selectively

adapting elements of Western learning and technology to China's needs,,396 without

abandoning Confucian values.397 The superiority of Western firearms and battleships

used in the foreign intervention during the Taiping rebellion not only impressed those

393 Wong, 154-555; Kwang Ching Liu, "The Ching Restoration," The Cambridge History of China,
vol. 10, Late Qing, 1800-1911, Part I, ed., John K. Fairbank (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1978),409-490; Spence, 171-180, 183-191

394 On October 8th 1856, a Hong Kong-registered ship Arrow, anchoring off the City of Canton with a
flying British flag, was illegally searched by four Chinese officers. The British took advantage of this
incident to attack Canton. They seized the city, exiled the governor-general in December 1856, then
sailed up north to occupy Dagu forts in May 1858 and threatened to seize Tianjin. The Qing government
capitulated in June and signed the Treaty of Tianjin (Spence, 181, Morse, International Relations, vol. 1,
422-437).

395 Spence, 180-183; John K. Fairbank, "The Creation of the Treaty System," The Cambridge History of
China, vol.lO, Late Qing, 1800-1911, Part I, ed., John K. Fairbank (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1978), 243-261.

396 Spence, 215;

397 John K. Fairbank, China a New History (Cambridge, (Mass.): The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 1992),217; Kuo and Liu, "Self-Strengthening: the Pursuit of Western Technology,"
491; Ma Jianzhong, Strengthen the Country and Enrich the Preople: The Reform Writings of Ma
Jianzhong (1845-1900), trans. Paul J. Bailey (Richmond, Surrey: Curzon, 1998),1,29 note 2.
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Qing officials and aristocrats such as Prince Gong mm:x. (1833-1898), Wenxiang xt-¥;

(1818-1876), Zeng Guofan tf~fJ (1811-1872), and Li Hongzhang, who worked closely

with foreigners in suppressing the rebels, but also helped trigger a movement of military

industrialization in China.398 Feng Guifen advocated the adoption of "strong ships and

effective guns,,399 from Westerners, but insisted on maintaining traditional Chinese value:

"We should use the instruments of the barbarians but not adopt the ways of

barbarians.,,4oo Feng's support for adopting Western learning exerted great influence on

Li Hongzhang and arguably stimulated the subsequent establishment of translations

bureaus and schools for teaching Western science and technology to examination

candidates.401 As Feng suggested in his proposal,

Western books on mathematics, mechanics, optics, light, and chemistry contain
the best principles of the natural sciences. In the books on geography, the
mountains, rivers, strategic points, customs, and native products of the hundred
countries are fully listed. Most of the information is beyond the reach of the
Chinese ... If we wish to use Western knowledge, we should establish official
translation bureaus in Guangzhou and Shanghai. Brilliant students not over
fifteen years of age should be selected from those areas to live and study in these
schools on double allowance.402

The primary objective of the Self-strengthening movement was to "enrich the country

and strengthen the army" fuguo qiangbing 'l'1I~~) by actively pursuing Western

technology. The search for wealth and strength thus became the dominant theme in the

398 Kuhn, "Taiping RebeIlion," 303-307.
399 Feng, "On the Adoption of Western Learning," 236.
400 Ibid., 237.

401 Kuo and Liu, "Self-Strengthening: the Pursuit of Western Technology," 502.
402 Feng, "On the Adoption of Western Learning," 237.
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official statecraft and economic thought during the last fifty years of the Qing dynasty.403

Ma JianzhongJ~lnt~, (1845-1900), one of the most active and influential advisors in Li

Hongzhang's mufu #ff,404 discussed strength and wealth in 1890: "Wealth and strength

are the foundation for governing a country, yet building up wealth comes before the

pursuit of strength.,,405 Zheng Guanying ~.R! (1842-1923), the comprador, echoed

Ma's statement: "Don't you know that [a country] cannot be strong without being

wealthy and cannot protect its wealth without being strong? Wealth and strength

mutually maintain each other.,,406 A period of government-initiated military

industrialization and active acquisition of Western machinery began with establishment

of a series of arsenals and shipyards by a group of pro-Western officials with the help of

Western technicians. Rong Hong ~* (1828-1912) (better known in English under the

403 Zhao Fengtian !AilEE, Wanqing wushinian jingji sixianshi ~lJ1i-t~~.,~:,!j: (The History of

Economic Thought in Fifty Years during the Late Qing Period) (Hafu yanjing xueshe, 1939), I; Kuo
and Liu, 491; Benjamin Schwartz, In Search of Wealth and Power: Yan Fu and the West (Cambridge
(Mass.): The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1964), 16-19; Albert Feuerwerker, China's
Early Industrialization: Sheng Hsuan-Huan (1844-1916) and Mandarin Enterprise, (1958) (New York:
Atheneum, 1970), 1-2.

404 Mufu, literally means "tent government," was a personal staff system for officials. Advisors were
recruited on an unofficial and personal basis (Bailey, 13). On mufu, see Kenneth E. Folsom, Friends,
Guests, and Colleagues; the Mu-fu System in the Late Ch'ing Period (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1968).

405 Ma Jianzhong, Fumin shuo • ~~ (On enriching the People), jiyan ~ ~ (record of words) juan I,

shikezhai jiyan jixing iliiJJI~c~~cfr(A record of words and deeds at shike studio), in Yangwu

Yundong~~~1lJ (The Self-Strengthening Movement), vol.l, ed. Zhongguo shixuehui (Sh~nghai:

Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 2000),403. On Ma, see Bailey's introduction.

406 Zheng Guanying, Shengshi weiyanImtitfB~(Precarious words in prosperous age), juan 14, 1895, in

Zheng Guanying wenxuan ••B!3tlX (Selected works of Zheng Guanying), ed. Xia Dongyuan

Ijfl.7t(Macau: Aomen lishi xuegui and Aomen lishi wenwu guanzhu xiehui, 2002), 17.
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name of Yung Wing),407 was sent by Zeng to the West to purchase "the best and the right

machinery for China to adopt" in 1864.408 Furthermore, between 1865 and 1867, Zeng,

together with Li Hongzhang and Ding RichangT S ~ (1823-1882),409 founded the

Jiangnan Arsenal (Jiangnan jiqi zhizaoju 5lWJ.~rlm~) near Shanghai.4lo Besides

arsenal, the Fuzhou Naval Shipyard (Fuzhou chuanzheng ju m#lWd~)was built by Zuo

Zongtang ti:*~ in 1866 with the help of French technicians.411 The emergence of

arsenals and shipyards, were followed by the establishment of technical schools and

translation bureaus, which were all crucial in paving the way for modern industrialization

in late nineteenth-century China.412 It was during this period of active pursuit of Western

technology and science, and dynamic modern industrialization that Western science and

machinery preoccupied the minds of scholar-officials and intellectuals who searched for

the road to wealth and strength.

Chinese View ofEuropean Scientific Progress

Chinese intellectuals were well aware of the superiority of European science in

the late nineteenth century_ Zheng expressed his view of scientific culture in the West:

407 Rong Hong was a Yale graduate and was the first Chinese who graduated from an American
university. Edwin Pak-Wah Leung, "The First Chinese College Graduate in America: Yung Wing and
his Educational Experiences," Asian Profile, vol. 16, no.5 (1988): 453-458, and Kuo and Liu, 519.

408 Yung Wing, "Yung Wing: Interview with Zeng Guofan, 1863," in The Search for Modern China: A
Documentary Collection, eds. Pei-Kai Cheng & Michael Lestz with Jonathan D. Spence (New York:
W.W. Norton, 1999), 154.

409 Ding Richang had served as both Zeng Guofan's and Li Hongzhang's private staff and owned his rapid
promotion to Li's recommendation. He played a key role in the Self-strengthening movement. See
Hummel, vol. 2, 721-722.

410 Elman, A Cultural History ofModern Science in China, 162-164; Jacques Gernet, A History of Chinese
Civilization, 2nd ed., trans. J. R. Foster and Charles Hartman (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1999),568.

411 Gernet, 568

412 Elman, A Cultural History ofModern Science in China, 192, 193.
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The study of science (gezhi zhixue~~B&Z~) is highly valued in various Western

countries. Whenever there is a problem, they would definitely established a
society and bring together all those people who know deeply about that particular
matter and its original function. They are not averse to complexity and triviality,
and would carefully examine and observe them one by one in detail so as to
[exploit] its advantage or [understand its nature] to the greatest extent.413

Their views supported Mokyr's argument that Westerners used "useful knowledge" with

aggressiveness and single-mindedness, and that this was a "unique Western way" "that

no other society had experienced before.,,414 As a Chinese writer said in 1901, "from

ancient times until now, few people put forward the practical use of science. Only the

West understands both its substance and functions, therefore, it benefits from it.

However, Western science (gezhi zhifa~~Z$;) is only two or three hundred years

old.. .it evolved for several hundred years of time and fully utilized the mental and

physical efforts of millions people.,,415 Therefore, Western science then had reached a

level that "no study is not ingenious and skilful.,,416 The writer understood that Western

science could not be mastered by the Chinese overnight since "it takes years of effort and

persistence to build up science, which is absolutely not [something that can be

established] by overnight effort or single-handedly by a martyr.,,417 How did the Chinese

relate the rise of tea industry in European colonies to technological and scientific

progress?

413 Zheng Guanying, Shengshi weiyanmi1!!:1B ~ (Precarious words in prosperous age), Shangwu 5, 1895 in

Zheng Guanying wenxuan), 7,8.
414 Mokyr, The Gifts ofAthena, 297.

415 Anonymous, "Lun zhizao xinfa ff91t~fJT~" (discussion on the new method in manufacture), Zhizao

juan I, Huangchao jingji wenxinbian~'-'ltt!l!.3tfJTM;(New anthology of statecraft writings of the

imperial dynasty), (1901),178-179.
416 Anonymous, "Lun zhizao xinfa," 178, 179.

417 Ibid., 178, 179.
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Chinese View ofMechanization of Tea production and Scientific Cultivation in European
Colonies

Chinese intellectuals were impressed by the European application of science and

machinery to large-scale tea production and began to criticize traditional Chinese tea-

processing and cultivating methods: "India, Ceylon, and Java all use scientific method to

plant tea. Their tea gardens are extensive, and needless to say, all use machines to

produce tea. [Nonetheless,] our country holds on to the method of several thousand years

without seeking improvement, [thus it] can no longer maintain its original position in

today's world market.,,418 Indian and Ceylonese tea exports to Britain continued to rise

after the l860s and were gradually seized China's British market by the mid-1890s (see

table 6 and 7). From 1866 to 1870, China provided 91.4% of Britain's total tea supplies,

while India only represented 6.6%.419 However, the share of Chinese tea in the British

market dropped to 21% between 1891 and 1895, while Indian tea increased its share up to

47.1%.420 By 1905, Indian and Ceylon tea occupied some 90% of the British total tea

import duty, while Chinese tea only accounted for 4%.421

Table 6 Tea Exports from China, India, Ceylon, 1860-1920 (in thousands ofIbs.)

Year
1860
1865
1870
1875
1880

China
lOl,708
161,293
184,087
242,391
279,546

India
2,707
3,138
13,046
25,590
45,531

I
163

418 Qingchao xu wenxian tongkao 7J~.::5l:.tiJM~ (a continuous general investigation of the Qing

dynasty documents) (original title: Huangchao xu wenxian tongkao ~~.::5l:.tiJM~ (a continuous

investigation of the imperial dynasty documents) ), VolA, juan 382, shiye••5, kao~ 11294, compo Liu

Jinzao Itlj$;I (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1921).

419 Burnett, Liquid Pleasures, table 304, 61.

420 Ibid., 6 I. The loss of the British tea market was offset by the increasing export of brick tea to Russia.
In 1891, Russia occupied one-third of the total the Chinese tea export (Xinjiaoben qingshigao, 3663,
Moorhead, 172).

421 Feng, Zhongguo chaye yange, 35.
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1885 253,763 68,627 4,373
1890 222,002 100,685 45,800
1895 248,695 129,902 98,581
1900 184,530 192,310 149,265
1905 182,527 216,770 170,184
1910 208,055 256,439 182,070
1915 237,588 340,433 215,633
1920 40,846 287,525 184,873

Source: Chen, Jindai Zhongguo chaye de fazhan yu shijie shichang, table 12,324-325.

Table 7 Sources of UK Tea Supplies, 1866·1903

Year
1866-1870
1871-1875
1876-1880
1881-1885
1886-1890
1891-1895
1896-1900
1900-1903

China %
91.4
85.6
80.2
70.7
47.1
21

10.5
4.7

India %
6.6
10.5
18.2
26.7
39.6
47.1
50.3
58.4

Ceylon %
o

0.1
0.1
1.0

10.9
29.3
36.3
33

Source: Burnett, Liquid Pleasures, table 3.4, 61.

In the words of a contemporary Chinese writer,

the profit of the tea industry in the past was monopolized by China alone, yet
Chinese tea exports suddenly declined in recent years and more than half [of it]
was seized by India and Ceylon ... the Chinese tea industry declined daily, and the
government is losing public funds, while the common peogle are losing jobs, thus
both the public and private interests are harmed seriously.4 2

Chinese intellectuals began to associate the decline of Chinese tea exports and the rise of

new tea producers India and Ceylon with the application of science. Zheng stated that

Western planters "would investigate what kind of seeds would be suitable for what kind

of soil, before actually planting. After planting, they would study how the plants could

grow strongly and plentifully.,,423 Indian tea plantation initially followed the Chinese

422 Anonymous, "Lun Zhongguo chaye zhi shuai ying ruhe shefa bujiu~Ji:lIl~jlfz.ftJll~filJ~~~~

(discussion on the decline of Chinese tea industry and how to rectify its errors), Shangwuiftj~,juan7,

Huangchao jingji wenxinbian~~~"3tfJTtI(Newanthology of statecraft writings of the imperial

dynasty), (1901), 4-5, 7.

423 Zheng, Shengshi weiyan, Shangwu 5, 1895,8.
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method of planting by seeds and cutting.424 However, Western tea planters in India

meticulously studied the Chinese method of cultivation and constantly improved it by

applying scientific knowledge. As a contemporary Chinese source illustrated, "the

decline of Chinese tea is not due to soil and climate .. .it is all attributable to the difference

of cultivation. In tea-processing and planting, Indians are particularly devoted to quyou

,*~425 (eliminating undesirable [elements]) such as fungus blight?) and ventilation

(tong/eng JmBil).,,426 For instance, the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew published detailed

scientific reports, with plates, analyzing and describing Indian tea fungus blight in its

journal in the late nineteenth century:

An examination of the fungus sent from Assam on leaves of the tea plant, showed
it to be identical with the parasite common on leaves of cultivated species of
Camellia in Europe. The fungus first appears under the form of small grey spots,
more or less circular in shape; these spots gradually increase in size and not
infrequently run into each other, forming large, irregular blotches which often
eventually cover the greater portion of the surface of the leaf. During increase in
size, the spots are often bordered by a narrow dark line.427

The diffusion of specimens of and information on tea fungus blight among European

botanists and microbiologists facilitated the diffusion of preventive measure for tea

diseases. According to the preventive measures provided in the Bulletin ofMiscellaneous

Information in 1898,

If the diseased leaves were collected with the amount of care and intelligence
exercised in collecting sound leaves, and burned at once after being collected, the
disease would soon be stamped out, as the mycelium of the fungus is not
perennial in the tea plant; consequently infection, and a recurrence of the parasite,

424 Ball, 82, 320.

425 you ~ means bad or undesirable, or foxtail (a weed). ()J;~~~ Chinese Character Dictionary)

426 Anonymous, "Lun Zhongguo chaye zhi shuai ying ruhe shefa bujiu," 5.

427 "Tea Blights," Bulletin ofMiscellaneous Information (Royal Gardens, Kew), vol. (1898): 106.
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depends entirely on inoculation by the numerous conidia or reproductive bodies
of the fungus present on diseased leaves.428

In addition to tea planting, Westerners also paid special attention to the picking

and drying of tea. The Hankou Decennial Reports from the Chinese Maritime Customs

provided a detailed account of how tea was picked carefully in India:

The young plants yield a few leaves when two years old, and can be fully picked
at five years. Only the bud and the two top leaves are picked, the older, from
whose axils fresh leaves quickly shoot, are left to yield a weekly supply of good
quality for months at a lesser strain to the plant. He is thus able to prepare the leaf
for market gradually and continuously.429

In contrast, tea leaf in China was picked "in a most harmful manner" since the "farmer

waits till the plat is fully covered, and then makes a clean sweep of every leaf, thereby

weakening its reproductive power, and consequently the quality of the second and third

crops.,,430 Picking tea leaf en bloc in such a hurried manner without care not only

damaged the tea plants, but also contributed to the deterioration of the flavour and

appearance of tea leaf as "the leaf lies in heaps waiting its turn for drying," especially

during the rainy season.431 On the contrary "tea picking in India is divided into several

times and the drying of tea is without the shortcoming of unevenness or inconsistency"

due to the use of tea drying machine.432 According to a contemporary Chinese writer,

the drying method (hong~) [of the Indian tea] is vastly different from that of the

Chinese tea [because] Indian tea, from drying to packing, nothing is not done by

machine (jiqi IIH) and the use of labour is extremely limited. Thus, its color,

fragrance, and the taste, are all superior to those that are Chinese made ...Because
the power of machine is consistent and the method of drying is entirely uniform

428 Ibid., 108.

429 A. Sugden, Hankow Decennial Report, 1902-11, (1912), China. The Maritime Customs, I-Statistical
Series: No.6, Decennial Reports, Trade, Industries, Etc., 1902-11, Third issue, vol. I (Shanghai: Kelly
& Walsh Limited, 1913),344.

430 Ibid., 344.

431 Ibid., 344.

432 Anonymous, "Lun Zhongguo chaye zhi shuai ying ruhe shefa bujiu," 5.
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without exception, there is no trouble of inconsistency, or inferiority [in the
quality of tea].433

In contrast, "the general Chinese method of drying tea is to place leaves in a basket and

dry them with charcoal. This method not only wastes [time and energy], but also slows

the process as [it] requires people to tum over tea leaves by hands.,,434 Therefore, the

replacement of human labour with machinery not only produced better goods, but also

sped up the entire process from the Chinese point of view.435 The writer emphasized that

firing was crucial for "developing the fragrance of tea" [because] careless and inferior

method of firing will lead to the problem of inadequate drying of tea. When tea leaves

are not thoroughly dried, moisture is hidden inside. When over-fired, the "oil" you51E

Guice?) of the leaves will be lost. [In this way], even the best small leaves will be turned

into the worst kind of leaves." Therefore, machinery produced Indian tea with colour,

fragrance, and taste, which were not only much superior to that of the hand-processed

Chinese tea, but also more suitable to the tastes of the British tea drinkers who now

demanded "a strong, heavy, full-liquoring tea such as is produced by machine-made

Indian and Ceylon." 436 As a British contemporary argued, "now the principal reason for

this substitution of Indian for China tea is the greater strength of the former... [Chinese

tea] is not nearly so strong as either Indian or Ceylon teas, for while I lb. of Chinese

gives, say, 5 gallons of infusion, 1 lb. of Indian gives 7 Y2 gallons.,,437

Connection between the Rise ofIndian Tea Industry and Machinery

433 Ibid., 5.

434 Ibid., 5.

435 Shiwu tongkao, juan 17, shangwu 4, chaye, 1897,2.

436 Ibid., 2; H.Y. Edgar, Foochow Trade Report, (1896), China Imperial Maritime Customs, 360.

437 Denyer, 37; Roland Wenzlhuemer, From Coffee to Tea Cultivation in Ceylon, 1880-1900 (Leiden:
Brill, 2008), 81.
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Contemporary Chinese intellectuals linked the success of the Indian tea industry

to the invention of tea machinery, the creation of tea companies, and the mechanization

of tea production: "Since Westerners manufactured tea firing machine (chaocha jiqi

j!Y~.fj~), established [tea] companies, and replaced handicraft tea firing methods [with

machines], [Indian tea] profit increased.,,438 The tea industry in Assam and Northern

Bengal began to gradually replace handicraft Chinese tea-processing methods with

machinery from 1870 onward as a result of the successful invention of different types of

tea machine.439 Ukers argues that the introduction of a variety of tea machines into India

to a remarkable extent was due to the efforts of William Jackson (1850-1915) and Samuel

Cleland Davidson (1846-1921) who invented machines for withering, rolling, breaking,

drying, and sifting.44o The best known tea driers used in India included the Sirocco tray

up-draft drier, the Sirocco up-draft drier, and the Sirocco down-draft drier which were all

produced by the Sirocco Engineering Works of the Messrs Davidson & Co., Ltd in

Belfast (see figure).441 Tea machines produced by Jackson's Marshall Tea Machinery

Co. and sold under such brand names as such as Pragon, Empire, Ventian, Imperial

Ventian, and Victoria, were also popular.442 Contemporary Chinese intellectuals were

well aware of the development of tea machines in the West. As a Chinese writer said,

Initially, British factories compete with each other in manufacturing tea machines

(chaji~.). Among all factories, the Sirocco Engineering Works of the Messrs

Davidson & Co., Ltd in Belfast is second to none. Mr. [Samuel Cleland]

438 Shiwu tongkao,juan 17, shangwu 4, chaye, 1897,2.
439 Hader, 73.

440 Ukers, vol. I , 477.

441 Ibid., 477.

442 Ibid., 477.
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Davidson,443 a former tea planter, truly gains the essential points of tea planting.
Thus, machines manufactured by him bring out [his understanding of tea] in a
subtle and skilful way.444

The writer claimed that Davidson's tea machines could perform a number of functions

which included rolling, fermenting, drying, sifting, and packing.445 Therefore,

"everything from firing to packing is all without the need of human effort. The only part

that requires labour is transferring tea from one machine to the other in baskets.,,446 The

writer provided a detailed description of the efficiency and capacity of the original up-

draft Sirocco tea drier: "The small one can dry 50 pounds of tea each hour. The big one

can dry up to 120 pounds ....The finest one is called automatic eternal web. The trays for

tea inside the Sirocco machine are all automatic without the need of labour and it can dry

240 jin (catties) of tea every hour.447 Besides the tea driers, the rolling machine also

produced much better tea than those rolled by hands. The China Imperial Maritime

Customs trade report in 1896 provided a comparative analysis of machine and handicraft

method in tea-rolling:

Machine-rolling gives the leaf a more even twist and causes less breakage than by
hand; but more important still, the even regulated pressure of the machine keeps
the sap of the green leaf working among the rolling leaf, and it is not expressed, as
is the case with teas prepared by the Chinese method. The use of the roller too,
brings out the small Pekoe leaves with a bright golden appearance, whereas the
Chinese method of preparation causes these young leaves to turn black.448

Furthermore, the tea-rolling machine also had some remarkable advantages in terms of

hygiene and labour-economy vis-a-vis handicraft rolling method since "a power roller

443 On Samuel Cleland Davidson, David Johnson, 'Davidson, Sir Samuel Cleland (1846-1921)," Oxford
Dictionary ofNational Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004).
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/46863; Ukers, voU" 158-160.

444 Anonymous, "Lun Zhongguo chaye zhi shuai ying ruhe shefa bujiu," 4, 5.
445 Ibid., 4, 5.

446 Ibid., 4, 5.

447 Ibid., 4, 5.

448 H.Y. Edgar, Foochow Trade Report, (1896), China Imperial Maritime Customs, 360.
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accomplishes a task that would occupy approximately seventy men, working by hand

methods; it does it evenly, and with the sanitary advantage that goes with a food product

not touched by perspiring human hands. ,,449 The establishment of tea companies and the

continuous flow of massive British capital into India in the nineteenth century also

explained the rapid development of large-scale tea plantations and mechanization of tea

production in India.

The Assam Company,450 established by the British in 1839 in an attempt to

develop an alternative source of tea supply for Britain in the Assam region, had become

successful by 1856, since the company not only paid 9% dividends, but also stimulated

others to invest in tea plantation in other parts of India.451 Contemporary Chinese

intellectuals considered the rise of Indian tea industry as the result of Western spirit of

progress and commercial culture: "It has already been several decades since India seized

our tea profit. Westerners spare no energy in managing commerce and thus necessarily

progress. Westerners of all countries are consistently fond of new [things or ideas] and

dislike old [things or ideas], and they are not content with a constant and normallife.,,452

However, why were Westerners so technologically and commercially progressive in the

nineteenth century? A contemporary writer explained that "there are no other methods,"

but "fame and profit" (mingli :g ~U), which "prompt all people in the world to run after it

449 Ukers, voL 1 , 285.

450 On the development of the Assam Company, see Antrobus.

451 Griffiths, The British Impact on India, 436, 437.

452 Shiwu tongkao, juan 17, shangwu 4, chaye, 1897, 2.
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like a flock of ducks and fight to be the first,,,453 thereby motivating technological

progress in industrial production:

Manufacturing methods in the West are constantly improving and becoming more
and more specialized and advanced.... Westerners frequently devoted their minds
and efforts to one thing and build up a business by years of efforts
persistently...exhausting their minds and bodies under difficulty in order to
produce or invent one thing...What motivates [them]? It is fame and profit.454

The development of large-scale tea production in India was undoubtedly attributable to

its active promotion by the Indian government in the mid-1840s, and the massive inflow

of British investment and expertises into India after the mid-nineteenth century. As a

former EIC tea inspector wrote, "the encouragement of the cultivation of tea on an

extensive scale is daily becoming more and more a subject of anxious solicitude on the

part of the Indian Government.,,455 He was confident that India soon would be able to

"compete with China in the British, European, and American markets, in the supply of

tea suited to the general consumption, if not in the highest flavoured teas.,,456 Between

1865 and 1914, British investment in India alone accounted for £286 million and

represented 18% of Britain's total investment in its empire, making India second only to

Canada as receiver of British capital.457 By 1887, £19 million pounds sterling had been

invested in Indian tea estates, and some 275,000 acres of land and half a million Indians

were employed for tea production.458 British businessmen, collaborating with scientists,

453 Anonymous, "Lun chuangxing zhizao ~tJ~I'l~" (discussion on starting and restoring production),

zhizao I'lift,juan 1, Huangchao jingji wenxinbian~~~"3tfJTMi (New anthology of statecraft writing

of the imperial dynasty), 1901, 196.
454 Ibid., 196.

455 Ball, 335, 336.

456 Ball, 335, 336.

457 PJ. Cain and A.G. Hopkins, British Imperialism, 1688-2000, 2nd ed. (New York: Longman, 2001),
293.

458 Gardella, 128.
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officials, and explorers, working with home capital and through the agency of British tea

planters, established a modern tea industry in India in the nineteenth century.459

459 Griffiths, The British Impact on India, 434-435.
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CONCLUSION

The rise of India and Ceylon as the major tea producers in the 1890s ended

China's centuries-long monopoly on the British tea supply. Europeans were able to catch

up with China, and eventually overtook China in tea production by the end of the

nineteenth century, as a result of the global diffusion of Chinese tea technology and tea

seedling on the one hand, and technological and scientific progress and colonial

expansion on the other. They were able to link science and practice closely together by

transforming their increasing natural knowledge into useful technology that enabled them

to achieve material mastery and conquer the non-Western world. The institutionalization

of mechanical and natural knowledge, and the popularization and proliferation of

scientific societies, textbooks, public lectures and experiments, allowed scholars,

entrepreneurs, engineers, mechanics, and craftsmen to communicate with each other and

to unite know-what and know-how together. The diffusion of knowledge and the

strengthening of the link between theory and practices through scientific institutions, and

the application of science and technology to industrial production in the eighteenth- and

nineteenth-centuries, provided the springboard for rapid technological development and

industrialization in Europe. The utilization of coal and steam power and the acceleration

of industrialization revolutionized production, transportation, and weaponry. These new

technologies allowed Europeans to exploit non-Western people and to plunder indigenous

natural knowledge, seeds, and plant which further deepened and widened their scientific

knowledge base. Thus, the expansion of European empire and the deepening European
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scientific knowledge and technological progress went hand-in-hand, and mutually

strengthened the development of each other.

China's defeat in the Opium War opened the door for European scientific research

and economic botany. Europeans could travel deep into the tea districts in interior China,

which were little known by Europeans prior to 1842, to study tea plants and tea

production more deeply than before. Relying upon an extensive European scientific

network established in China, botanical espionage, a global colonial botanic empire, new

scientific apparatus, and the assistance of many Chinese tea farmers and makers,

Europeans successfully transferred tea seeds, seedlings, and tea technology from China to

India and Ceylon in the nineteenth century. Large-scale scientific and experimental tea

plantation, massive inflow of British investment, the invention of tea machines, and

cooperation between European scientists, explorers, and businessmen, contributed to the

establishment of modern tea industry in the British colonies, and the decline of China as

the sole tea producer for Britain. Nevertheless, one should not see this as the failure of

China or the triumph of the West.

Through situating the development of tea industry in India and Ceylon within a

broad historical context of global diffusion of Chinese tea technology, this thesis has

demonstrated that European scientific and technological progress was not a unique or

home-grown phenomenon. Modern European scientific production of tea developed out

of the rich foundation of traditional Chinese tea knowledge and handicraft processing

techniques, which diffused globally as a mature technology in the nineteenth century.

The transfer of many contracted tea workers from China to India was indispensable for

the initial development of Indian tea industry. Chinese tea workers brought with them tea
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production skills and equipments, and played a crucial role in teaching Indian people how

to plant and process tea. They were the important agents of the global diffusion of

Chinese tea technology. All the basic processes of tea production and cultivation adopted

in India and Ceylon were originally developed in China long before Europeans had even

started drinking tea. Even after the invention of tea machines in the 1880s, the

mechanized process was still based on the imitation of the basic Chinese handicraft

process of withering, rolling, and firing. Europeans could not have discovered that both

the black tea and green tea came from the same plant, and would not be able to master the

sophisticated Chinese tea-processing skill and the advanced fermentation knowledge in

the mid-nineteenth century, without learning from Chinese tea workers and fanners. This

piece of evidence confirms the central argument of the "California school" by showing

that China was able to maintain its technological superiority in tea production against

Europe even after the industrial revolution. The contributions of traditional Chinese

biochemical knowledge and agricultural technology to food processing certainly deserve

more scholarly attention as they were definitely as important as machinery in world

history.

In terms of production capacity, the Chinese tea industry remained competitive

without mechanization up until the end of the nineteenth century. In 1890, China still

accounted for 47% of Britain's tea supply, while India represented 39.6% (see table 7).

As we have seen in Chapter 3, Chinese tea producers were able to adopt the most rational

and cost-effective means to increase production so as to meet growing European demand

and seize extra profit for three hundred years. Small-scale tea plantation and the

availability of an abundant amount of skilled workers made handicraft method a suitable
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and economical mode of production in China. China's rapid loss of the British tea

market between 1891 and 1900 was largely due to a sudden major innovation in Indian

tea production and a change in British taste. By the late nineteenth century, the majority

of British tea drinkers developed a taste for a strong, heavy, and dark-colour black tea,

and a variety of tea machines invented by the British entrepreneurs in the 1880s and

1890s were able to produce strong black Indian tea to satisfy this shift in British taste just

in time. The Chinese tea industry was not a failure.

This thesis has also showed that the negative image of a stagnant China was a

myth fabricated by nineteenth-century European intellectuals. European social theorists

and colonial administrators increasingly saw themselves as a progressive class as

opposed to the backward, stationary, and immobile non-Western people as they became

capable of transforming their increasing natural knowledge into practical technology of

global dominance and colonial conquest. They started to use machine as the index to

measure technological development and levels of culture and civilization during the "age

of machinery" and European colonial expansion. This obsession with machinery among

Europeans was problematic because it narrowed the meaning of technology and progress.

This study challenges the narrow Eurocentric definition of technology by

rethinking the concept of technology and progress in global history. We can think about

technology more broadly as a flexible and inclusive concept that consists of tools,

machines, knowledge, manual skill, industrial art, and the process of making and using

things. Increasing application of knowledge to production, higher efficiency in terms of

costs and resources, and production of a better and greater variety of products are all

indicators of technological progress. As we have seen in this thesis, the Chinese tea
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industry witnessed notable and continuous technological changes from the late Ming to

the mid-Qing period in spite of the absence of mechanization. The proliferation and

diffusion of tea books, the replacement of steaming of tea with a n'.ore direct and energy-

saving firing techniques, the improvement of tea-preserving technology, and the

development of a greater variety of higher quality tea products in the Ming-Qing China

were all solid evidence of technological advancement in Chinese tea production.

Machinery was definitely not the only form of technology, nor was it the only index of

technological changes.

After summing up my central argument, I should now return to the

historiographical debate related to the "California school." The "California school" offers

a more balanced comparative historical analysis of China and Europe by demonstrating

how they shared many similarities up until the Industrial Revolution. Its global and

comparative framework enables China and European historians to move beyond national

history and study historical changes and continuities from a long-term and macro

perspective. However, scholars of the "California school" do not pay enough attention to

what drove technological changes, particularly the technological "great divergence"

between China and Europe in the beginning of the nineteenth century. Ian Inkster,

historian of Western and Japanese technology, accuses Frank of over-emphasizing

Europe's backwardness into the eighteenth century, but underestimating the importance

of science and technology, particularly the unique generation of knowledge, science, and

technique, in explaining subsequent European success.460 Inkster also criticizes

Pomeranz for reducing technology and science to the functions of ecology and

460 Ian Inkster, "Thoughtful Doing and Early Modern Oeconomy," The Mindful Hand: Inquiry and
Invention from the Late Renaissance to Early Industrialization, eds. Lissa Roberts, Simon Schaffer, and
Peter Dear (Amsterdam: Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Science, 2007), 447.
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resources.46I By drawing attention to the issue of technology and its diffusion, Inkster

questions the historical significance of the "California school's" argument about the pre-

industrial economic parity between Europe in ~xplaining the "great divergence":

Did the advanced commercial areas of China possess technological resources and
information diffusion mechanisms which were equivalent in battle and at point of
contact to those found in the very-most advanced parts of Europe? ..Comparing
what are in fact immeasurable "averages" between two great systems is
inconsequential if those averages never compete, are never really representative
of the active forces at the cutting-edge of victory and defeat.462

He points out the problem of "objective criteria" in the current economic-centred

comparative studies. Once historians shift from economic analysis (e.g. the measure of

income, nutrition, or consumption per head) to the themes of culture (e.g. institutions,

knowledge, intellectual and social interest), all so-called "objective criteria" are cast into

doubt and can no longer be referred to.463 He argues that "technological history does best

explain major discontinuities," and suggests several possible "comparison engines" such

as mathematisation (its contingencies, character, and function), instruments (their

incidence and location), and skills (e.g. skill in glass, metal, bamboo making, their

location, the number and distribution of artisan, their training, knowledge, and

experience).464 However, key weaknesses in the current global and comparative

approach to the history of technology need to be overcome. According to Inkster, these

weaknesses include the scholarly preoccupation with the pre-eighteenth-century period

and the Industrial Revolution, the absence of examination of the actual site of

461 Ibid., 447.

462 Ian Inkster, "Pursuing Big Books: Technological Change in Global History," History of Technology,
vo1.22, (2001): 247.

463 Inkster, "Thoughtful Doing," 447.

464 Ibid., 448; Inkster, "Pursuing Big Books," 243;
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technological advancement, organs of improvement and diffusion, and a neglect of the

development in post-Industrial Revolution.465

This thesis builds upon the "California school" by broadening their historical

scope, expanding their time frame, and drawing on the literature on history of science and

technology. It has provided a specific case study of changes in and diffusion of Chinese

tea technology within a broad global and comparative framework roughly from the

seventeenth to the end of the nineteenth centuries. It has studied the actual site of

technological advancement in tea production in Ming-Qing China and India and Ceylon.

Furthermore, it has demonstrated how Europeans were able to perfect tea production on

the basis of traditional Chinese tea technology as a result of the global diffusion of

Chinese tea production knowledge, skills, and tea seedling, the union between science

and technology in Europe, and colonial expansion in the nineteenth century. I believe a

deeper analysis of the global diffusion of knowledge and skills, the connection between

science and technology, and the relationship between European imperialism and

scientific and technological progress, would enable scholars to better understand, if not

resolve, the "great divergence" in the nineteenth century.

465 Inkster, "Pursuing Big Books."
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